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Executive Summary
Development of this Economic Growth Strategy is a joint initiative of South Hams and West Devon
Councils through their shared services arrangements. It is a strategy for the Councils, to facilitate
economic growth in both Districts. It aims to maximise the Councils’ potential to support economic
growth within the resources available to them. Its development has been funded through the Local
Government Association’s Local Growth Advisor Scheme.
The suggested Strategic AIM is to:

Work with local businesses and strategic partners to facilitate a
supportive economic environment for employment and productivity
growth in South Hams and West Devon
It has three strategic objectives:
Suggested Strategic Objective 1:
Maximise the contribution of Council functions to support economic growth e.g. through use of
procurement processes; strategic planning tools and a pro active development management
approach
Suggested Strategic Objective 2:
Develop relationships with local businesses to identify business needs and signpost business
development opportunities for local businesses to participate in
Suggested Strategic Objective 3:
Develop strategic partnerships with key economic development organisations and their programmes
and strategies, making these as available and relevant to businesses in South Hams and West Devon
as possible, in support of economic growth
These have been developed through review of data and other business intelligence, review of
research on development of economic sectors, economic strategies at local and regional/national
level and strategic planning for employment land. Findings were discussed at a local workshop with
public, private and community sector partners. This ensures the proposals are grounded in evidence.
They will be reviewed and updated as further evidence becomes available.
Top employment sectors in 2012 in both districts were retailing, public sector services, tourism,
construction and manufacturing. Employment growth predictions could see jobs increase by 4,000 in
South Hams and by 1,500 in West Devon, to 2025. Economic modelling predicts employment and
real value added growth could be seen in sectors including construction, accommodation and food,
and business/finance sectors in West Devon; and in construction, information and communications,
and business/finance in South Hams. Taken together with other factors such as low wage rates of
those who work in both districts, yet higher resident wage rates, significant levels of out commuting to work, high skills levels amongst residents in work and below national average
unemployment levels, there are questions to address about the balance between pursuing jobs
and/or productivity. The strategy seeks to support both, although giving an emphasis to productivity
to raise wages and value added within both districts. Maintaining and growing links across the two
districts will be important in this, engaging local businesses, facilitating activities with business
groups and networks, growing the supply chain potential and matching business needs with
initiatives and programmes available.
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Research into potential sectors was the subject of a major study in 2012 in Devon and Somerset. This
identified four sectors for potential employment growth in Devon; construction and property,
distribution and logistics, business services and creative media. Nationally, sector development
identifies advanced manufacturing, knowledge intensive services and enabling industries (such as
construction and energy) as ones with high potential, whilst Heart of the South West Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP) strategies include sectors such as agri-tech and marine. Whilst growth
in sectors can be an employment and productivity growth driver, a sector focus is not the only driver
and there still needs to be support across the spectrum of businesses. The balance between a
targeted sectoral approach to deliver economic growth and a sector blind approach is important.
The strategy seeks to support sectors which have good productivity consequences and are locally
relevant. This could be part of a broader mixed approach that also provides business support across
all sectors, to grow their employment and productivity potential.
Productivity has some key drivers; enterprise, investment, innovation and skills. Some 60% of
businesses responding to a South Hams and West Devon business survey in 2012 reported they were
aiming for moderate/significant growth rates over next 3 years. There are some significant
employment land allocations across the two Districts. There are low levels of research and
development activity in businesses but some developing smart specialisation themes which could
provide innovation potential. Access to superfast broadband is a critical consideration. Initiatives
such as City Deal could facilitate development of employment opportunities. Investment in
infrastructure is possibly the productivity driver where local authorities have traditionally had most
potential for direct action, although this has diminished considerably in the light of changing local
authority finances. Nevertheless, facilitating a supporting entrepreneurial environment is a valuable
contribution that Councils could make. The Action Plan therefore focuses on this.
Suggested actions for the Councils are identified in terms of priority actions having the first call on
Council resources; other actions that are desirable given the opportunity in terms of additional
resources; and actions to lobby other partners to take forward.
Priority actions are grouped in relation to strategic planning and development, entrepreneurship
development and business support:
• Strategic planning and development; making more pro-active use of planning tools to support
marketing of employment land opportunities; and working with partners on market demand
assessment for employment sites
• Entrepreneurship development; developing a strategy of engagement with universities/research
establishments; and facilitating development of innovation/incubation space developments
• Business support; supporting locally led business development e.g. through Local Action Groups,
business networks, community enterprise; building up the local business knowledge bank;
maintaining and developing the business survey across both Districts; and facilitating continuing
provision of business advice
Desirable actions cover:
• Entrepreneurship development; facilitating supply chain development through local business
networks/Business Voice; working with Heart of the South West LEP’s developing agri-tech (and
other smart specialisation) strategy; working with the Plymouth and South West Peninsula City
Deal; working with the Devon Building Control Partnership and construction sector on jobs and
productivity opportunities from energy efficiency, zero carbon, community energy generation
and other energy related opportunities, including from building regulation changes
• Business support; developing a business champion strategy, linking local authority officers with
local businesses; making use of local authority procurement processes to support local labour use
(particularly in construction)
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1. Introduction
Development of the Economic Growth Strategy is a joint initiative of South Hams and West Devon
Councils through their shared services arrangements. It has been commissioned by the Councils and
funded through the Local Government Association Economic Growth Advisors Scheme. JOHT
Resources Ltd was commissioned to work with the Councils to research and work with them on the
Strategy’s development.
Economic growth is a measure of an increase in output from the economy over a period of time. Key
drivers of productivity include levels of enterprise activity, extent of investment in infrastructure
supporting enterprise development, levels of innovation within businesses and levels of employment
and skills within the workforce. This Economic Growth Strategy looks at growth both in terms of
employment and productivity and the ways in which South Hams and West Devon Councils can
support this through their service provision. It is a strategy for the Councils to facilitate economic
growth in both Districts.
The shared Economy Service of the two Councils is a ground breaking rural local authority initiative.
Both Councils share a priority to support economic growth in their areas. This work was
commissioned to undertake research and development to bring together evidence to underpin an
economic growth strategy which could be led through the shared Economy function. It aims to
maximise the Councils’ potential to support economic growth within the resources available to
them. It seeks to assist them to consider how strategic employment land allocations through the
planning process could support business development, including in key sectors for growth.
West Devon and South Hams Councils are currently going through a period of significant change
which will be critical to their delivery of services in the future. Part of this involves the preparation of
a new Strategic Plan (“Our Plan”) for each authority which will refine priorities for the delivery of
services across the Councils. This will provide an opportunity for the Councils to deliver economic
benefits across all its functions and will incorporate a new Local Plan for both authorities with
refreshed policies for planning and development.
Both Councils recognise the limitations within their own resources (both people and financial) and
therefore work to ensure that best use is made of what they have, targeting effort where it will be
most effective. They are also keen to make the best use of funding opportunities that may be
available to them, working in partnership with other organisations (as has already happened in the
development of work hubs in Okehampton, Tavistock and Totnes for example).
The role and relationship with the Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership (HoSW LEP)
could provide a significant opportunity for the Councils in this regard, incorporated into this research
project and strategy. The two Councils have identified their district priorities, extrapolated from the
HoSW LEP Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) priorities which form an important guide in considering the
opportunities available.
The research project commissioned has sought to assist the Councils in identifying potential
economic growth opportunities and their challenges. It is based on use of existing published and
available data and information, important in ensuring the potential to review data and evidence in
subsequent monitoring and evaluation of progress. Tasks undertaken to develop the strategy have
included:
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•
•

•

•

•

Review of published economic data for South Hams and West Devon and
comparators (Devon, England, UK)
Review of published strategies of key planning and economic players including Heart
of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership and the Plymouth and Peninsula City
Deal
Review of research into potential for employment growth in specific economic
sectors, specifically work commissioned by Devon County Council and others, carried
out by SERIO and published in 2012
Workshop held with economic partners across South Hams and West Devon (drawn
from the public and private sectors) in May 2014, to discuss draft conclusions
emerging from the work and implications for potential actions by the Councils
Development of proposed actions for the Councils either for their direct
implementation or through strategic partnership and other joint working
arrangements

The sections in this report provide summary and conclusions, supported by further information in
Appendices:
•
Section Two - Business Profile of South Hams and West Devon Districts;
encompassing a statistical review, business views, infrastructure availability and
discussion of opportunities and challenges raised
•
Section Three – Strategic Context, reviewing local authority, LEP and other relevant
national and local programmes (e.g. Plymouth and South West Peninsula City Deal)
and priorities
•
Section Four – Review of key business growth sectors for the Districts, utilising
commissioned and published research by Devon County Council and others
•
Section Five – Review of economic growth implications arising from research for
strategic employment land allocations and strategic planning
•
Section Six - Taking forward growth opportunities for South Hams and West Devon
districts, building on the evidence identified

The Strategy is a living document and will be updated and developed as and when further
information becomes available.
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2.

Economic Overview – Our Business Profile

South Hams and West Devon districts are both rural districts but with significant inter-relationships
with nearby major urban centres, notably Plymouth and Torbay (for South Hams) and Exeter (for
both). This section focuses on their business profile and activities, looking at the statistical evidence,
business activities, and infrastructure support.

2.1. Statistical Overview
This subsection draws significantly on District Area Economic Profiles commissioned by Devon
County Council and prepared by SERIO and ekosgen. Additional tables are given in Appendix 1.
Indicator

Population
Employment
(work place)
Businesses
Real Value
Added

South Hams
2012 % of Devon
Number
83,600
18%
32,000
11%
4,300
£1,239m

14%
10%

West Devon
2012 - Number
% of Devon
53,900
14,700

7%
5%

2,200
£586m

7%
5%

Source: West Devon and South Hams Area Profiles: SERIO and ekosgen, for Devon County Council, February
2014.

Workplace Employment
In absolute terms, those employment sectors accounting for more than 10% of employment in each
district are largely service sector/public sector:
•
South Hams:
o
Wholesale and retail (20%)
o
Accommodation and food services (12%)
o
Manufacturing (11%)
o
Health and Social work (11%)
•
West Devon:
o
Wholesale and retail (18%)
o
Accommodation and food services (15%)
o
Health and Social work (15%)
o
Education (11%)
Accommodation and food services are a reflection of the important role of tourism in both districts.
Taking out wholesale/retailing and public sector services (health, education, public administration),
then the top five sectors for employment1 are:
•
South Hams:
o
Accommodation and food services (12%)
o
Manufacturing (11%)
o
Construction (5%)
o
Information and communications (5%)
o
Administration and support (5%)

1

See Table 1 in Appendix 1 for details
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•

West Devon:
o
Accommodation and food services (15%)
o
Manufacturing (9%)
o
Construction (6%)
o
Professional, scientific and technical (4%)
o
Transport and storage/Other services2 (both at 3%)

Location Quotients are used to indicate employment representation relative to the national average
– a useful way to indicate relative strength of a sector. Those highlighted green in the above list have
above average LQs, indicating that they are a strength in the local economy. Conversely those
indicated yellow have below average representation in the economic mix (as well as relatively small
proportions of employment). See Table 2 Appendix 1 for details.
LQs are valuable indications but do not tell the whole story. They need to be considered alongside
actual employment numbers. As discussion in the Area Profiles indicates, there are also other
important local factors such as:
•
Local employment specialisms in food manufacturing in West Devon e.g. Ambrosia,
and Taw Valley Creamery (food manufacturing LQ 3.61)
•
Construction representation in West Devon driven by strengths in sub sectors –
specialised construction activities (LQ 1.54) and construction of buildings (LQ 1.44)
•
Manufacturing specialisms in South Hams including manufacture of furniture (LQ
4.19), manufacture of computers and electronics (LQ 3.33) and manufacture of
rubber and plastics (LQ 2.82); although these could be driven by representation of a
very limited number of specialist companies
•
A specialism in telecommunications in South Hams, reflecting large employers such
as United Networks (business communications/call centres).
•
Above average representation in the accommodation and food sectors in both
districts reflecting their importance as tourist destinations; (accommodation has an
LQ of 4.77 in West Devon and 3.05 in South Hams)
Workplace Productivity and Potential for Growth
The Area Profiles go on to look at productivity (measured as real value added per employee) and
sector growth opportunities, utilising work from Cambridge Econometrics Local Economic
Forecasting Model for Devon.
Real value added per employee in both South Hams and West Devon is slightly below that of Devon
(96% and 93% respectively) and more considerably below that of England as a whole (80% and 78%
respectively). Discussion in the area profiles suggests productivity challenges for both districts as
•
A number of economic sectors that have below national average productivity levels
- including low productivity levels in the finance and business, and the
communications sectors in South Hams
•
Sectors which have high representation in employment terms but have low
productivity levels e.g. distribution, accommodation
The Area Profiles (based on Cambridge Econometrics LEFM for Devon) indicate that employment
growth for South Hams could be in the order of 4,000 jobs over the period 2013 – 2025, an increase
of some 10%. In West Devon the equivalent figures is nearly 8% employment growth, about 1,500
jobs.
2

Others Services (SIC Code Section S, 94-96) includes professional and membership organisations, repair of
computers and personal/household goods, and personal services not included elsewhere e.g. hairdresser,
undertaker.
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The top five employment growth sectors for each district to 2025 are shown as (in order of growth,
highest first – see Table 4 in Appendix 1):
•
South Hams:
o
Construction
o
Information and communications
o
Other services
o
Transport and storage
o
Business and finance/accommodation and food services
•
West Devon:
o
Construction
o
Information and communications
o
Accommodation and food services
o
Utilities
o
Transport and storage
In terms of real value added growth (see Table 5 in Appendix 1):
• Construction, information and communications and business/finance are also those
predicted to increase in terms of value added growth to 2025 by at least 60% in South
Hams and at least 46% in West Devon
• This then follows through into productivity (value added per employee) where all three
sectors are predicted to grow and have relatively high values (between £40,600 £51,500) although these values are below the predicted England sector average.
• Accommodation and food services has a lower value added growth predictions at c28%
in both districts; whilst transport and storage is 28% in South Hams and 23% in West
Devon
• They also have much lower productivity values, with West Devon having notably lower
productivity values for transport than South Hams
By contrast two sectors are predicted to fall in employment terms to 2025 – manufacturing (by
c10%) and agriculture (by c8%) in South Hams; and by 7% for both sectors in West Devon. Despite
this fall in employment, both sectors are predicted to generate real value added growth
(manufacturing c21%, agriculture c16% in South Hams; and 26% and 17% respectively in West
Devon) and increased productivity levels (implying greater efficiencies to be achieved with less
employment). The predicted fall in employment in manufacturing may still leave this sector as one
of the larger employment sectors in the economy of both districts.
It is also worth noting that another report3, which compares the Cambridge Econometrics
employment projections with two alternative scenarios (Experian and Oxford Economics, also 2012)
shows those by Cambridge Econometrics to be the most optimistic. The differences in projections
(shown in Tables 7&8 in Appendix 1) reflect the differing assumptions made about drivers of
economic change. The report notes that those by Cambridge Econometrics are driven by an increase
in labour and those by Experian and Oxford Economics by increased productivity. They result in:
• For South Hams, a projected increase of between 200 and 660 jobs per annum (20112031) This is compared to an average of 330 jobs created per annum from 2001 to 2010
• For West Devon a projected increase of between 110 and 240 jobs per annum (20112031), compared to an average of 120 jobs created per annum 2001 - 2010

3

Strategic Housing Market Needs Assessment 2013. GVA and Edge Analytics for Plymouth City Council, South
Hams District Council, West Devon District Council, Cornwall Council and Dartmoor National Park Authority.
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Evidence to support development of a Plymouth Economic Strategy4 has looked at jobs and GVA
growth, indicating potential annual FTE jobs growth for Plymouth to 2031 at around 0.5% p.a.
compared to 0.7% nationally. Comparable figures for GVA indicate an annual rate of 1.7% for
Plymouth compared to 2.4% nationally, leading to greater divergence of GVA over time. Further
analysis in the research suggested that productivity in Plymouth was lower across all business
sectors and was not the product of specialisation in any one lower productivity sector per se,
indicating a need to raise productivity across all sectors.
Business Demographics
Both districts have a high density of businesses per ‘000 working age residents, above the Devon and
England average, an indicator often used to indicate entrepreneurial spirit. It is also a reflection of
the high number of microbusinesses in their economies – particularly for West Devon which has an
above Devon and England average number of microbusinesses (see Table 12 in Appendix 1). Over
50% of businesses have been in existence for 10 years or more – 61% in West Devon and 55% in
South Hams (compared to 56% for Devon) – see Table 12A in Appendix 1. Businesses under 2 years
account for 11% of businesses in South Hams and 9% in West Devon.
Business start up survival statistics indicate that both districts have long term business survival rates
for start up businesses above the Devon average, notably so in West Devon (see Table 10 in
Appendix 1)5. Business start up rates are however lower than the Devon or England average and
business deaths have exceeded births 2009 – 2012 (see Tables 9 and 11, Appendix 1). Hence there
has been an overall fall in number of businesses over time (as counted by this data source). Thus
whilst business start up survival is relatively strong, there is still a need to support and nurture
business development and business growth.
The microbusiness emphasis in the West Devon economy in particular is reflected in business
turnover, where West Devon has a higher proportion of businesses with a turnover of £49,000 or
less, lower than either South Hams or Devon (see Table 13, Appendix 1). Business productivity
growth could be quite challenging at this level of operation.
Whilst microbusinesses do predominate it is also important to recognise that larger employers may
be more limited but are still essential players in the local business mix with the potential to generate
and support local supply chains. The make up of the business mix is particularly relevant when land
and premises requirements come into play.
The UK Competitiveness Index defines competitiveness as ‘the capability of an economy to attract
and maintain firms with stable or rising market shares in an activity, while maintaining stable or
increasing standards of living for those who participate in it’. It is used as an indication of economic
performance and some measure of innovation at the business level. Comparison between the
benchmark figures in the 2010 and 2013 Indices notes that South Hams has climbed the Index since
2010, whilst West Devon remains virtually unchanged. Both districts remain below the UK average
and are in the second to top quartile of local authorities nationally (see Table 14, Appendix 1). The
local authority with the largest climb was Rossendale in the North West region, a rural local
authority where creative businesses are indicated as one possible explanation for the change.

4

Industry based forecasts of the Plymouth and GB economies 2013 – 2031. The RED Group, Plymouth
University, June 2013
5
Nationally, those sectors with strong (50% or more) business start up survival rates over 5 years from 2007
include manufacturing of food, drink, machinery and vehicles; construction; security and investigation;
education; and cultural/libraries/archives/museums
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It is also important to note that 10 wards in South Hams are proposed as Assisted Areas 2014 –
2020. These are wards surrounding Plymouth. None are proposed in West Devon. Assisted Area
status enables higher levels of public sector funding support to be provided than might normally be
the case under EU State Aid rules.
Residents in Employment
The proportion of the total population in each district who are of working age is lower than England
average, reflecting age demographics of the population. However, of those who are of working age,
there is a higher proportion who are employed than nationally (and higher for South Hams than
West Devon). Unemployment is below the national average. Data from Job Seekers Allowance (JSA)
Claimants Count during 2013 indicates that both South Hams and West Devon had unemployment
rates below the Devon average and well below UK average6.
Residents are well qualified – well above both the Devon and England averages for NVQ4+
qualifications (see Table 15, Appendix 1). Conversely there is a much lower proportion with no
qualifications against the England average (although more in line with the Devon average, at least in
South Hams).
There are high levels of self employment at c26%, with higher than average proportions of people
working mainly from/at home in both districts. At the same time there are also high levels of outcommuting by residents to work, principally to Plymouth in both districts and considerable numbers
who come into both districts to work, indicating comparatively low levels of self containment. Given
the location of major business parks on the edge of Plymouth of which some are within the South
Hams district, this is not unsurprising for this district, where resident commuter flows also take in
Torbay and to a lesser extent Exeter. Commuter flows from West Devon is most significantly to
Plymouth. Information from the Strategic Housing Market Needs Assessment relevant to both
districts7 suggests that self containment has increased in South Hams between 2001 and 2008 data,
and but decreased slightly in West Devon (see Tables 17A&B, Appendix 1)8.
There are notable differences between average annual earnings of residents in employment (which
are above Devon average) and workplace earnings (below Devon average) in both districts,
suggesting that those with the higher qualifications and earning power are commuting out to work,
whilst those commuting into both districts to work are in lower paid employment. This emphasises
the need to raise the quality and value of employment within the districts (see Table 16, Appendix
1). Low wage levels also has a significant impact on ability to afford housing with consequent effects
on mobility of labour.

2.2.

Key Messages – Data Review
West Devon:
•
The top three employment sectors in 2012 (excluding retailing and public sector
services) are tourism, construction and manufacturing
•
Employment and real value added growth is predicted to increase including in
construction, accommodation and food, and business/finance. Supporting growth in

6

Data available on Devonomics website: http://www.devonomics.info/people/unemployment-claimants. As at
Q4 2013, UK = 3%, Devon = 1.5%, West Devon and South Hams both = 1.2%
7
Strategic Housing Market Needs Assessment 2013. GVA and Edge Analytics for Plymouth City Council, South
Hams District Council, West Devon District Council, Cornwall Council and Dartmoor National Park Authority.
8
. See also ONS ‘Flows of Commuters between local Authorities’ 2010 and 2011 Annual Population Survey.
Interactive tool
http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/HTMLDocs/Commute_APS_Chart/APS_2010_11.html
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•

•

•

•
•
•

higher value added sectors such as these could help to raise workplace earnings
levels which are relatively low in the Borough, as well as support employment and
productivity gains
There are differing predictions on rate of employment growth depending on
assumptions made in modelling about drivers of economic change. The lower end of
the prediction range is comparable to actual experience of annual jobs growth in
West Devon 2001 – 2010
There are high numbers of micro businesses, high levels of self employment and
people working from home and above average business survival rates - suggesting a
strong entrepreneurial culture and an opportunity to support such businesses to
grow their operations
Equally however, business deaths exceed business start ups and there is a high
proportion of businesses with small turnovers suggesting a need to maintain support
for small business start up and development
There is a strong skills base amongst residents in employment – a good selling point
to inward investors
However, the proportion of the population that is of working age is below the
national average, meaning fewer people available to the local workforce
There are high levels of out- commuting from the Borough to work, likely to be those
with the higher level qualifications given the difference between resident and
workplace earnings level. Out- commuting is significantly to Plymouth. Growing the
local economic base to reduce dependence on surrounding economies could
therefore be important, including development of supply chain interlinkages

South Hams:
•
As with West Devon, the top three employment sectors in 2012 (excluding retailing
and public sector services) are tourism, construction and manufacturing
•
There are strong employment and real value added forecasts (even given the
relatively small working age population). These include growth in construction,
information and communications, and business & finance, which (as noted for West
Devon) are higher value and can support local productivity and earnings gains
(although productivity in information and communications is not that high, perhaps
reflecting the presence of Call Centres)
•
There are differing predictions on rate of employment growth depending on
assumptions made in modelling about drivers of economic change. Actual
experience of annual jobs growth in South Hams 2001 – 2010 is above the lower end
of the range predicted
•
The Area Profile notes a potential for overdependence on growth in the construction
sector making it vulnerable to shocks in the sector and with a need to ensure the
sector is geared up to accommodate the forecast scale of growth (sites and skills).
•
There is a high number of microbusinesses and high levels of self employment and
home working, with the points made for West Devon as relevant to South Hams
•
There are strong levels of self employment and working from home by working age
residents of South Hams. However there is also considerable out-commuting to
Plymouth (and to a lesser extent Torbay and Exeter) as employment centres;
suggested as potentially too high a dependency on surrounding economies with a
need to reduce this
•
Working age residents are highly skilled, outperforming national averages at all skills
levels. However given the disparities between resident and workplace earnings, it is
likely that those with higher skills are commuting out of the district to work
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•

2.3.

As with West Devon, the proportion of the population that is of working age is
below the national average, meaning less people available to the local workforce

The Business Perspective

An online survey of businesses in South Hams and West Devon was carried out in 2011/12 by Devon
Renaissance. Responses from 356 businesses9 provide valuable insights in key issues affecting
business growth including:
•
The majority of respondents indicated they are aiming for moderate/significant
growth over the next three years (60%)10
•
Access to finance is seen as the strongest constraint on growth and development (by
60% of respondents11) followed by distance from markets (30%) and access to
broadband. Appropriate size premises was seen as a constraint by less than 30%
•
Recruitment is seen as a particular threat to business growth with issues of lack of
experience and lack of skills cited (79% of businesses who sought to recruit in 2011)
•
A breakdown of what businesses perceive as needed to overcome barriers to growth
by sector also provides some valuable feedback:
o
Higher value sectors note lack of access to research and development as a
high ranking issue – the highest for manufacturing and admin/support and
very high also for professional/technical businesses
o
Finance for own premises is particularly noted by accommodation and food
services, and arts/recreation businesses
o
Assistance with premises more broadly is especially noted by
wholesale/retail, followed by manufacturing and professional/technical
o
Improved broadband is most noted by wholesale/retail businesses followed
by professional/technical
o
Local supplier networks are most noted by wholesale/retail, accommodation
and food services, professional/technical and IT/communications businesses
o
Specialist training was noted as very important by professional/technical
business
o
Both agriculture and construction noted very low percentages of businesses
identifying barriers (less than 10% for any of the categories). For agricultural
businesses, the most noted issue was mentoring, followed by specialist
business support. For construction businesses it was specialist training
followed by local supplier networks
•
The survey asked some specific questions about premises (noting that 25% of
respondents were businesses working from home). 28% of all respondents had
intentions to develop their business premises in the next five years, a number of
these businesses being ones that operated from an industrial unit/workshop (41%)
or office (40%). The survey indicated that ICT, manufacturing and real estate
businesses were the most likely sectors to be planning premises changes
•
The survey indicated that the majority were looking for new premises that already
exist (i.e. not planning to build their own)
•
In terms of size of premises:

9

The survey noted that when compared with the national figures, the overall distribution of responses showed
higher levels of micro, small and medium enterprises, and an under-representation of the extremes of 1 person
and large/corporate businesses
10

The terms moderate and significant are not based on a specific % definition so the actual scale of growth is
not possible to identify
11
Noted as a constraint/significant constraint
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Home based businesses are seeking ‘move on’ accommodation at relatively
small scale (either 0-500 sq.ft or 500-1500 sq.ft). West Devon responses
indicate requests for smaller spaces than South Hams
o
Businesses in office accommodation are seeking larger premises of
500+sq.ft; with West Devon respondents generally seeking larger premises
in excess of 1500 sq.ft which South Hams businesses are not
o
Businesses in industrial premises are also seeking larger premises; and
especially so in South Hams where c30% of respondents in that category
were seeking 4000+ sq.ft premises
o
The land based sector are all seeking small premises of under 500 sq.m.
Cost was indicated as the most important consideration for premises (76%) followed
by size (63%), broadband (60%) and image (c50%)
In terms of location, broadband was identified as the most important factor at 44%,
followed by a town/city location (42%). Access to customers was seen as relatively
important (33%) but access to suppliers was not (the lowest, at less than 10%).
Interestingly lifestyle factors were seen as relatively important (31%, and higher in
West Devon than South Hams), as was proximity to current location (31%).
o

•
•

A business health check survey in the South Devon Coastal Local Action Group area was carried out
in 201312. An online survey of businesses was carried out with 116 businesses responding. Useful
results include:
•
Average staffing per business is rising – 8.6 (full, part and casual) in 2010 to 10.8
predicted for 2014
•
Increased turnover was reported by over one fifth of the businesses, although this
was reflected in increased profits for less than half of them.
•
A lot of negative comments about recession impacts; Three of the main issues
related to customer behaviour - nearly half of businesses experiencing fewer
customers each spending less money, and one third finding that late payments were
also an issue. Increasing overheads and expenses also a key issue together with
difficulties in predicting business behaviour – a more challenging trading
environment
•
56% consider the recession is not yet over and the economy remains fragile
•
53% plan moderate growth over the next 4 years, 12% plan rapid growth, 23% plan
to remain at current size
•
50% identify overheads as the top constraint on development. Lack of good quality
premises by c20% (8th out of 14). Broadband identified as 5th out of 14 – although
27% then identified broadband as being the one thing that would give them most
benefit. Only 4% identified new premises – and 12% finance to improve their own
premises
•
Marine businesses were particularly targeted in the survey. Responses indicate a
greater recessionary impact (less customers, less money etc) although in practice
still able to increase turnover and profit. All had plans to either consolidate or grow
with 44% saying lack of appropriate premises was a constraint to growth
•
Conversely environmental businesses were not so hit by recessionary impacts like
customer declining spend – but were experiencing lower turnover and profit; and
with modest growth plans. Access to R&D was seen as a constraint on growth

12

Business Health Check and Impact Assessment Report: Draft December 2013. The DR Company for South
Devon Coastal Local Action Group.
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2.4.

Key Messages – Business Views
•
•
•

•

2.5.

A majority of businesses are aiming for moderate/significant growth over the next 3
years
Issues around premises are not the top of concerns/constraints on development. Key
concerns are around access to finance, extent of overheads, and recruitment
For those seeking new premises, most were looking for existing premises, not
planning to build their own, and seeking ‘move on’ accommodation i.e. larger than
their current premises, with access to broadband being a key locational driver and
cost of premises a key consideration
Higher value sectors noted some particular issues around lack of access to research
and development and specialist training, hindering growth

Infrastructure

Existing Employment Sites
Listings of industrial estates in the two districts are:
South Hams

West Devon

Langage Industrial Estate & Science Park
Admiral’s Court - Dartmouth
Baltic Wharf – Totnes
Barkingdon Manor Industrial Estate – Staverton
Brent Mills Industrial Estate – South Brent
Bridge Court – Ivybridge
Collingwood Road Industrial Estate – Dartmouth
Dart Marine Park - Totnes
Ermington Mill & Workshops – Ermington
Filham Industrial Estate – Ivybridge
Garden Mill Industrial Estate – Kingsbridge
Halwell Business Park - Halwell
Kingston Workshops – Staverton
Lee Mill Industrial Estate – Ivybridge
Nelson Road Industrial Estate – Dartmouth
New Mills – Modbury
Totnes Employment Estate
Old Station Industrial Estate – Kingsbridge
South Hams Business Park – Churstow
Station Yard Industrial Estate – South Brent
The Butts Industrial Estate – Loddiswell
Torr Quarry Industrial Estate – Kingsbridge
Townstal Industrial Estate – Dartmouth
Union Road Industrial Estate – Kingsbridge
Webbers Yard – Dartington
Westover Industrial Estate – Ivybridge
Noss on Dart – Dartmouth
Island Street – Salcombe
Steamer Quay - Totnes

Crelake Industrial Estate – Tavistock
Exeter Road Industrial Estate – Okehampton
Moor View Industrial Estate – Hatherleigh
North Road Industrial Estate – Okehampton
Pixon Lane – Tavistock
Plymouth Road Industrial Estate – Tavistock
Tinhay Industrial Estate – Lifton
West Devon Business Park – Tavistock
Westbridge Industrial Estate – Tavistock
Wilminstone Quarry Ind. Estate – Tavistock
Pitts Cleave – Tavistock
Business Park – Yelverton
Business Park – Chagford
Business Park – Hayedown
Business Park – Gulwothy
Okehampton Business Park

Review of businesses across existing industrial estates (see Appendix 2) indicates a wide range of
business types, some elements of clustering but no strong single sectoral theme relevant to a
particular estate. The estates appear to be supporting a wide mix of business types.
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Both Councils have direct responsibility for managing some workspace and light industrial units,
through their shared property management service:
•
Tavy Business Centre providing 15 small workshop and office/studios for small
businesses/business start ups
•
Okehampton Business Centre providing 19 small workshop and office/studios for
small businesses/business start ups
•
Light industrial units located across the South Hams including: Admirals Court,
Dartmouth; Ermington Mill and workshops; Ash Court, Lee Mill; Garden Mill,
Kingsbridge; Steamer Quay, Totnes; Island Street, Salcombe
Strategic Planning for Future Employment
Both Councils have adopted Core Strategies. That for South Hams was adopted in 2006 and work is
now in hand on its review. That for West Devon was adopted in 2011. Both identify strategic
allocations for additional employment sites to meet requirements in their main towns and area
centres. These are carried through into Site Alllocation DPDs for Area Centres in South Hams; and
into area masterplans adopted as SPD for the two main towns in West Devon.
Langage, on the edge of Plymouth, carries a significant employment land allocation of 20ha – the
Langage Energy Park. Proposals for Sherford, through the Area Action Plan, also include provision for
commercial and employment uses.
Appendix 3 sets out more detail on the strategic planning context, which is summarised in the
following table:
Summary of Strategic Employment Allocations in planning documents
South Hams: 2006 - 2016
West Devon: 2006 - 2026
Core Strategy
Core Strategy
POLICY CS1 Location of Development –
Strategic Policy 10;Supporting the Growth of
development on industrial estates
the Economy
Langage
Business and employment land in the main
towns (Okehampton and Tavistock)
Lee Mill, Ivybridge
Roborough
East of Okehampton SPD: Employment Sites
Torr Quay, Kingsbridge
Site ED2 – 11.2ha
Wrangaton, South Brent
Site SP22b - 9ha
POLICY CS3 Employment Land Provision
Sherford New Community (18ha)
South and South West Tavistock Masterplan
SPD: Employment Site
Langage (20ha)
SP23b – 13ha
Roborough (4ha)
Dartmouth (2ha)
Ivybridge (5ha)
Totnes (5ha)
Kingsbridge (5ha)
SITE ALLOCATION DPDs
Ivybridge – Site I1
Totnes - Sites T3, T6, T7
Kingsbridge – Sites K1, K2, K5, K6
Dartmouth - Sites D1, D3
Rural Areas – Sites RA1, RA3, RA4, RA5,
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RA6, RA7, RA11, RA12, RA13, RA15, RA17,
RA20, RA24
An Employment Land Review is currently in progress for Plymouth City Council, also involving South
Hams and West Devon Councils as the Plymouth Travel to Work Area (TTWA) extends into these
areas. The Plymouth TTWA is being used as the basis for review, which includes Tavistock and parts
of South Hams abutting Plymouth. The study is looking at economic sectors, drawing on those in the
Plymouth Economic Strategy and noting that these were not meant to be exclusive but to indicate a
focus for prioritising resources. Hence it will look at advanced manufacturing/engineering, marine
industries, medical/healthcare, business services, tourism/leisure, creative industries; and
additionally construction, distribution (including retail), education, financial services, transport and
communication and public sector. As previously stated the Employment Land Review (ELR) is
currently work in progress and no further information is available at the moment. Its findings should
feed into this economic strategy, in particular in relation to employment land requirements and
findings in relation to sector development.
Transport and Communications
Broadband
Connecting Devon and Somerset (CDS) is working with BT to deliver superfast broadband to 90% of
all premises by the end of 2016 and to ensure all premises have a minimum broadband speed of
2Mbps in the same period. It is working across the whole of both Devon and Somerset authority
areas, including South Hams and West Devon Districts13.
Most of the main towns in the two districts are already covered by BT’s commercial roll-out (with
the exception of Kingsbridge). However, progress in the rural hinterland, which is the main focus of
the CDS project, is mixed. Parts of both South Hams and West Devon are already enabled (including
South Tawton, North Tawton, Folley Gate and Okehampton Hamlets, as well as areas West of Totnes
and in the Harberton area). Other parts including Hatherleigh, Belstone and Sticklepath in West
Devon are due to be enabled by July, when the next phase of roll-out will be announced.
Transport
Road
Main roads through the Districts are the A30 (Okehampton has good access to this), A386 (linking
Tavistock north to the A30 and beyond into North Devon, and south to Plymouth), A38 (with good
access for Ivybridge and Langage), A379 linking Plymouth through Kingsbridge and Dartmouth,
A384/5 linking the A38 to Totnes, and A381 linking Totnes to Kingsbridge and Dartmouth.
Rail
Rail links in West Devon are extremely limited:
• The Tamar Valley branch line which links Bere Alston to Plymouth
• The rail link which runs between Okehampton and Exeter and currently only operates on
summer Sundays and for specific events e.g. at Christmas
In South Hams, rail links are also very limited – to the main line which runs from Exeter to Plymouth
through Totnes and Ivybridge. Most of the District has no easy access to rail services.
Developing the transport infrastructure
In West Devon, proposals to locate the majority of new development in the main towns of
Okehampton and Tavistock seek to ensure maximum accessibility by public transport. The Adopted
Core Strategy for West Devon aims to reduce impact of development on the strategic road network
13

See website: http://www.connectingdevonandsomerset.co.uk/
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by improving strategic connectivity through sustainable transport means and improving resilience of
the local road network; and increase self containment of the key towns.
South Hams Core Strategy similarly seeks to maximise travel by sustainable transport and reduce the
need to travel. This is carried through into its Development Policies DPD (Policy DP7)
There are proposals to improve the rail infrastructure:
•

•

West Devon’s Core Strategy sets out an intention to reinstate the railway from Bere
Alston to Tavistock, to reduce congestion on the A386 into Plymouth in Policy SP23.
This is reinforced in the South West of Tavistock Masterplan with funding for the
railway and associated infrastructure to come in part from proposed development.
Feasibility work is currently taking place to develop this project further
The East of Okehampton masterplan seeks to safeguard the ability to provide a
shelter, platform and car park as an alternative point to access rail services, as part
of proposed development. This sits within aspirations to reinstate daily passenger
services between Okehampton and Exeter14 set out in policy SP22.

The Plymouth and South West Peninsula City Deal Submission (see Section 3) set out a number of
‘asks’ from Government on road and rail infrastructure improvements to support Plymouth’s role as
a driver of economic growth. Further ‘asks’ as part of Plymouth’s growth aspirations include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.6.

Improving rail connectivity (to London and elsewhere) including addressing weather
and flood protection to maintain operating capability
Improving potential for rail freight use
Designating Plymouth Rail Station as a regional hub
Improving frequency of service on the local rail network including re-opening the line
between Bere Alston and Tavistock
Maintaining the A38 as part of the trunk road network
Supporting port expansion
Reviewing potential for future air services

Key Messages – Infrastructure
•
•

•

•

There are a range of existing industrial estates – a brief review of current occupants
does not indicate any significant business clustering
There are also some significant strategic land allocations, with one major allocation
identified at Langage Energy Park. Two benefit from a Supplementary Planning
Document (Okehampton and Tavistock – no specific sector references but relevant
general use and design addressed)
The roll out of superfast broadband is being progressed through Connecting Devon
and Somerset. Although main towns are now going live, there is mixed progress in
the rural hinterland – although 90% of properties should be enabled to a minimum
level by end 2016
Whilst strategic transport policy is to maximise travel by sustainable transport
means, rail links are extremely limited. There are proposals to improve rail links

14

Recent winter storms and temporary loss of the mainline railway in the Dawlish area (2014) as a result of
storm damage have increased debate about the potential for alternative rail routes connecting Exeter and
Plymouth, where one proposed is use of the line from Exeter-Okehampton then to Tavistock and on to
Plymouth.
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•

2.7.

(Plymouth – Tavistock; Exeter – Okehampton) although road access is likely to
remain important
The main line rail link between Paddington and Plymouth through Totnes is a very
important link for South Devon

Implications for Economic Growth
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

There are important employment sectors in the local economy but a brief review of
businesses located on industrial estates suggests that there is not any specific type
of clustering on business estates. Rather the representation seems to reflect a wide
mix of business types including businesses in key employment sectors
There could be opportunities to increase employment and value added growth in
sectors already well represented in the local economy (e.g. tourism and
construction) and those which are not well represented but have potentially higher
value added opportunities (e.g. business/finance, ICT). Supporting both these
approaches need not be mutually exclusive but requires a clear recognition of the
differing reasons why it might be done:
o
Supporting existing strong sectors with significant employment because of
current and continuing importance in employment terms and building on
known strengths – and where there may be opportunities to push value
added elements as niche sub sectors e.g. in construction (this could apply
even to manufacturing which, as an overall sector may decrease in
employment but will remain an important overall employer and with some
potential sub sectors for growth e.g. food manufacturing
o
Supporting sectors with higher value added growth potential which may help
to raise workplace wages as well as develop under-represented sectors with
good productivity potential and possibly support some reductions in outcommuting to work by higher qualified, higher paid residents
Given the high number of micro businesses which do have strong survival rates, but
also the higher levels of business deaths compared to births, there is also a need to
support business development across the board, regardless of sector
Feedback from businesses suggests that a number are looking for
moderate/significant growth over the next 3-4 years. Whilst premises are not the
top of their list of constraints on development, they are seeking ‘move on’
accommodation, with broadband access being vital and cost a key consideration.
Given the high numbers of people who do work from home but also that there are
larger businesses across the districts, facilitating a continuum of premises that allow
businesses to grow and develop from start up to larger units is important
Access to finance is a key concern of businesses when seeking to grow
Access to R&D and innovation support could be particularly important to encourage
development in higher value sectors and where there is, as yet, no particular
premises focus across the two districts e.g. formation zone/innovation centre type
provision. Considering how higher value sectors could be supported with what
infrastructure might be a particular encouragement to higher skilled workers
currently out-commuting to work to consider working within the districts – although
the profile of those out- commuting is not specifically known or researched
There is a clear focus on sustainable transport and reducing the need to travel in
strategic transport terms, particularly important given the high levels of outcommuting of working age residents to work and conversely those coming into the
two districts to work. Proposals to support improved rail links (and maintain those
that exist) are important here and need to look at how they can be used to
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•

•

•

•

encourage business into the districts as well as support improved commuter travel
flows out; e.g. through supply chain developments, inward investment,
university/business links
Strategic land allocations plus mixed use schemes incorporating employment space
could be valuable for inward investment if attractive for higher skilled employment
uses (which the resident working age population has but does not necessarily use
within the District) with higher value added opportunities
Business sectors identified for highest employment/productivity growth are not ones
who may necessarily seek premises on allocated employment land e.g. those in
business services or information and communication may be looking for town centre
office locations, more appropriate to mixed use developments. Of the highest
potential growth sectors, transport and distribution is the one most likely to have
direct relevance to allocated employment land and this will be in connection with
locations on the A30 and A38 particularly
Construction is a strength in both districts and there are considerable construction
opportunities with the new communities at Sherford (and Cranbrook, Exeter), as
well as housing and employment growth proposed through strategic planning policy.
There could be opportunities to build on construction strengths focusing on more
innovative elements that might fit with future building of more energy efficient
buildings (or even retro-fitting existing buildings) and which might be higher value
sub sectors. However, over-dependence on construction as a major provider of
additional employment has been highlighted as a potential danger (whilst any sector
could be subject to macro economic change)
Population profiles, with an above average older population, means that the
proportion of people of working age is below average. This, coupled with low
average workplace wages which could make housing affordability an issue, has
implications for growing the local workforce and increasing self containment
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3.

Strategic Context – Making the Most of Opportunities

The introduction of Local Enterprise Partnerships has created a new economic structure and
opportunity with which to work. The Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership (HoSW
LEP) is leading on development of a Strategic Economic Plan and the EU Structural and Investment
Fund Strategy for its area, both important documents to support economic growth and bring
investment to that process. This section reviews the HoSW LEP strategic context. It also looks at
other economic programmes relevant to both Councils including the recently announced Plymouth
and South West Peninsula City Deal.

3.1.

Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership Strategic
Economic Plan15

The HoSW area covers Devon, Somerset, Plymouth and Torbay. The approach to growth set out in its
Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) is to:
•
Address productivity barriers alongside a focus on opportunities for high growth (i.e.
broad as well as focused)
•
Create job opportunities where these are limited as well as improve the quality and
pay of jobs
•
Ensure economic growth benefits rural and urban businesses, people and places
The SEP sets out three key aims (capitalising on distinctive assets, maximising productivity and
employment and creating the conditions for growth) and three key themes (place, business and
people). The strategy and priorities are then structured by aim and theme (see Table 1, Appendix 4).
Key indicators for the three aims are identified, based on three scenarios; a baseline scenario
(without intervention), a strong growth scenario and a transformational scenario. The indicators
include:
•
(Building on distinctiveness) more businesses in the knowledge economy;
improvement in higher value employment indicators
•
(maximising productivity and employment) improvement in exporting, enterprise
and competitiveness indicators; creating a minimum of 82,000 new jobs, closing the
gap with UK average wages ; reducing youth unemployment
•
(Creating conditions for growth) up to 100% population can connect to superfast
broadband, transport infrastructure more resilient, rail journey times reduced from
London to Plymouth
The SEP describes ‘transformational opportunities’ that could help to transform economic growth
indicating these as:
•
Marine sector growth through the Plymouth and South West Peninsula City Deal
(where supply chain development will be important) and South West Marine Energy
Park
•
Super computer investment and global environmental analytics capabilities – based
in Exeter and centred on the Met Office and Exeter Science Park; Global Campus for
Environmental Futures
•
Development of strengths in advanced manufacturing and aerospace

15

First Draft Strategic Economic Plan 2014 – 2030, Draft Submission December 2013, HoSW LEP
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The SEP makes the point that housing growth and transport investment, has significant growth
implications for the construction sector – investment in housing could drive economic growth (and
could also hold it back if houses are not available). The Draft SEP indicated that every £1m of new
house building output supports 12 net jobs (seven direct and 5 indirect) for a year, as well as
apprenticeship opportunities16. This fits well with the strengths of the construction sector in South
Hams and West Devon districts.
Sector specific growth is linked to the transformational opportunities and smart specialisation
themes (which include marine, agri-tech,and environmental science/big data). The SEP indicates:
•
Exeter emerging as cutting edge in enviro-technology and modelling (building on the
Met Office supercomputer and university strengths in agri-tech, water security,
mathematical modelling and advanced materials)
•
Plymouth has strengths in the marine sector through the Marine Institute,
Interdisciplinary Marine Laboratory, SW Marine Energy Park and its facilities
(working to develop 9,200MW of marine energy and offshore wind by 2020) – a
centre for the Marine Cluster, core to the Plymouth and South West Peninsula City
Deal
These three locations are destinations for out - commuting of working age residents from South
Hams and West Devon (Plymouth being by far the main destination). There could be opportunity to
explore links into these developing sectors to bring some economic benefit from these into the
districts.
In this context the SEP notes the importance of innovation as a driver of growth and the relatively
low position of the south west region in this regard (described as a ‘low absorber low user’ on the EU
regional innovation scorecard). It also recognises the Higher Education Institute strengths in
research. The SEP highlights making the best use of R&D to grow economic clusters and build up
new markets, retaining/attracting back graduate talent into the local economy and making the
knowledge base easier to access for businesses. These could all be relevant to West Devon and
South Hams.
South Hams and West Devon priorities in response to the HoSW SEP
The two local authorities have prioritised their aspirations in relation to LEP priorities set out in the
HoSW Draft Strategic Economic Plan. Both authorities share a high priority to progress strategic
employment sites. High priority is also given to transport and accessibility, reaching new markets
(e.g. supply chains), simpler and more coherent business support and higher level skills
development.

3.2.

Heart of the South West EU Structural and Investment Fund (SIF)
Strategy

The EU SIF will not finance all LEP proposals as set out in the SEP. Key infrastructure elements are
not included (transport, flood alleviation, unlocking stalled sites and, importantly strategic
employment sites). These would seek finance through other LEP routes. Skills infrastructure, access
to finance and accessibility to employment and education are also excluded.
The SIF indicates smart specialisation themes being considered to be:
•
New Nuclear
•
Marine
•
Aerospace/advanced engineering
•
Environmental Science/Big Data
16

Quotes source as: Laying the Foundations: A Housing Strategy for England. HM Government, 2011
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•
•
•
•

Agri-tech/agri-food/land based
Health
Photonics
Construction

Nuclear and aerospace are not relevant to transition areas i.e. Devon/Plymouth/Torbay.
Table 3.1 summarises the five themes of the SIF, what activities might be included by theme and
indications on where these might be relevant to South Hams and West Devon.

3.3.

Key Messages – HoSW Strategies
•
•

•

•
•

The LEP focus is on both employment and productivity growth, recognising a need
for both
LEP strategies have a strong focus on sectors through their areas for
transformational change and smart specialisation themes which include, as relevant
geographic/sector foci, for Exeter (agri-tech, environmental science) and Plymouth
(marine). The potential for growth in construction is also highlighted. These are all
sectors/specialisations relevant to South Hams and West Devon
Whilst major investment in large employment sites is unlikely through the next
European SIF Strategy, there could be valuable opportunities for small scale
developments linked to innovation infrastructure and business incubation which
could support development of higher value added businesses.
More broadly the SIF could support business development and supply chain
initiatives, and expertise to make the most of superfast broadband opportunities
Partnership and working with the LEP will be important for the major areas of
investment e.g. on transport and major employment sites, as well as in relation to
SIF activities and where commissioned initiatives would want to be accessible to
businesses across the two districts.
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Table 3.1
SIF Theme

Maximising
innovation
through
transformational
opportunities
and smart
specialisation
Enterprise and
SME
Competitiveness

Reaching new
markets

EU spend
(% of spend in transition
area - covers Devon,
Plymouth and Torbay)
£17.5m ERDF (63%
transition area)
£4.915m ESF
(c50/50split)
£1m EAFRD

£17.36m ERDF (78%
transition area)
£17m ESF (62% transition
area)
£6.5m EAFRD

£12.73m (78% transition
area)
£0 ESF
£6m EAFRD

Activities

Potential Application to South Hams and West Devon

Innovation infrastructure to support
transformational opportunities and smart
specialisation; includes ‘catapult lites’ to help in
commercialising innovation and market
opportunities; business networks; specialist
infrastructure e.g. research centres.
Maximising skills and employment opportunities
Enterprise - incubation space where market failure
but potential
Business support e.g. growth hub via GAIN
Linking graduates into businesses
Workforce skills development
Leadership and management skills
Rural business/microbusiness support (EAFRD)

Extending the work hub concepts into innovation centres;
work with HEIs on knowledge transfers linked to
transformational opportunities (supply chains)
Agri-tech/agri food innovation ecosystems (EAFRD)
Marine Industries Production Campus ‘spokes’ developments

UKTI and Manufacturing Advisory Service (MAS) opt
ins
Supply chain development support (for SMEs outside
UKTI and MAS)
Investment to develop low carbon businesses –
supply and demand side
Rural (EAFRD):
• Rural supply chains e.g. agri food
• Renewable energy infrastructure
• Green infrastructure linked to tourism e.g.
trails

Supply chain initiatives
Agri food opportunities including links with workspace
Linking into the construction sector – energy efficiency and
renewables opportunities
Developing value added green tourism using green
infrastructure
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Developing the work hubs concept – incubation space
Potential to consider live – work
Graduate placements
Rural enterprise grants/supply chain development (EAFRD)
Construction skills development
Broadbased business development support – support business
start up and growth, reducing business deaths

Digital

£5.27m ERDF (85%
transition)
£4.98m ESF (80%
transition area)
£2m EAFRD

Achieving final 10% digital infrastructure coverage
Supporting SMEs in digital infrastructure take up
Supporting SMEs in digital and ICT skills
development

Social and
economic
inclusion

£5m ERDF (90%
transition area)
£16.5m ESF (73%
transition area)
£0 EAFRD

Supporting growth of social purpose enterprises (e.g. Supporting business start ups by young people
social enterprises)
Supporting social and community enterprise development
Supporting enterprise development as a route out of
worklessness
Tackling ‘in work’ poverty – to improve earning
power
Supporting case worker approach for young people
Supporting those furthest from the labour market
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Digitally enabled new workspace
Addressing digital ‘notspots’
Facilitating improved digital infrastructure/expertise to support
growth in existing businesses e.g. logistics

3.4.

The Local Authority Perspective

South Hams and West Devon
The joint Economy Service prepared an Economy Delivery Plan in support of the South Hams and
West Devon Connect Strategy in 2011, looking at shared priorities in relation to community,
economy, environment and homes and covering the period to 2015. Although the strategic context
for the Economy Delivery Plan has now changed, it does provide a valuable snapshot of economic
aspirations, with the 2012 update also indicating progress, under the three themes of the Economic
Delivery Plan and summarised in Table 3.2. below:
Table 3.2.
Achievements 2011/12 included:
Enabling a Sustainable Local Economy

Actions for 2012 – 2014 included:

Promoting
enterprise, business
start up,
development and
growth
Enabling access to
sites, premises and
broadband

Maintain and develop the Business
Voice Forum
Regularly meet with business groups
Maximise funding opportunities
Put in place infrastructure to bring
forward employment land in
Okehampton (and elsewhere)
Signpost to business premises

Purchase of the Opportunity Okehampton site
(Okehampton Business Park) by Devon County
Council
Grant support for the establishment of a food
hub in Okehampton
Totnes chosen as location for a Devon workhub
pilot; pilot at Tavistock also in development
CPO served at Langage and strategic funding
opportunities being explored
Provision for reinstatement of Bere Alston to
Tavistock rail service incorporated in strategic
sites development in Core Strategy

Improving the Local Economy
Improving
productivity through
encouraging skills,
innovation and
development

Using knowledge to
understand needs of
businesses and of
the local area

Greater Dartmoor Local Enterprise Action Fund
named best performing Local Action Group in
the country (out of 64). South Devon LAG in top
five nationally.
Tavistock BID set up
Renewable energy workshops held to assist
supply chain development
Business survey completed
BIP running New Enterprise Allowance Scheme
Business Voice promoting training, skills,
apprenticeships and work experience, and
developing sector relationships

Develop sectors and supply chains –
through facilitation and support
Make use of sectors research with
action plans to support priority
sectors
Support local tourism
businesses/visitor destination
Support the Devon work hubs
programme; business support to
work hub applicants
Superfast Broadband business
support programme

Supporting the Local Economy
Providing advice,
information and
support

Pilot Enterprise Clubs and Work Clubs set up e.g.
Kingsbridge and Ivybridge
Okehampton Works – stabilising the impact of
major redundancies in the town

Engaging with all
sectors of the local
economy

Develop Business Voice to support
business networking, share
information, support a business
influence into the LEP, build a
business database, signpost
businesses to relevant information
Strategic working - Review Economy
Delivery Plan, ensure effective
engagement of businesses
Mapping existing research sources

It indicates progress with work hubs and rural business support through the two Local Action Group
initiatives, as well as the wider work of BIP in its enterprise agency role. It also notes the feedback
from the South Hams and West Devon Business Survey 2012 in providing further business
intelligence to feed into economic planning as well the potential role of sector research in
supporting sector development and supply chain development.
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Rationalisation of roles and responsibilities within the shared Economy Service have focused
economic priorities further; with four key themes now emerging:
•
Business engagement (utilising the Business Voice initiative)
•
Research and intelligence
•
Strategic working e.g. with LEPs and through the Plymouth & SW Peninsula City Deal
•
Maximising funding opportunities
The local authorities now see their role as much more one of enabler, influencer and facilitator
rather than doing – as a means of maximising impact using the resources that they have.
Devon County Council Strategy for Growth 2013 – 2020
This identifies critical economic issues as including:
•
Poor performance in terms of productivity; in absolute terms it was 85% of the
national average in 2010. In trend terms its growth per annum has been below the
national average. Hence the gap has widened over the last 20 years. Devon is less
productive and less competitive than it should be. Current sectoral structures and
consequent productivity and pay, together with underperformance against key
innovation measures are indicated as reasons for this
•
A relatively skilled workforce generally but this masking issues at District level
•
Issues of low wages – and relative disparities between workforce and resident
earnings e.g. South Hams residents are relatively well paid but are not working
locally
•
Below average jobs in the knowledge economy (e.g. below 40% in West Devon
compared to 53% nationally) yet some major knowledge based assets in the County
e.g. University of Exeter
•
Towns and rural communities in more peripheral areas are falling behind, leading to
economic malaise
•
An ageing population challenging the demand for and provision of goods and
services
•
Environmental challenges including that of road based transport
It therefore seeks strategic outcomes that include:
•
‘A more productive economy
•
A higher wage economy
•
Employment opportunities for all and a workforce with the right skills for the
•
future
•
A well connected county
•
A thriving business community’
The Economic Growth Strategy notes its support for the four growth sectors identified through
commissioned research undertaken by SERIO (see Section 4) and also identifies a further two to
support a drive for productivity growth – advanced manufacturing and renewable energy. It also
notes the important point made in the SERIO research that a focus on sectors needs to be balanced
by a recognition of the important role of traditional land based and visitor economy sectors, which
should also be supported.
Actions flowing from the Growth Strategy include:
•
Continuing support for the Devon Work Hubs initiative
•
Developing a strategy and action plan for smart specialisation linking into that of the
LEP EU SIF
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•
•
•
•
•

Developing a support package for high value growth sectors
Support for securing economic benefit from the South Devon Link Road (relevant to
South Hams)
Developing a Devon wide approach to wind and solar power; and wave power
opportunities
Exploring use of district heating schemes
Exploring use of Enterprise Zones

Plymouth City Council Economic Development Strategy 2006 – 2021 and 2013-14
Review
Plymouth’s Economic Strategy has ‘city of ideas’ as a key concept with aspirations for knowledge
creation, growth of knowledge industry clusters, good transport links and good skills levels. It
acknowledges the need for Plymouth to improve its economic performance, improve connectivity
and its image. It also recognises the many assets Plymouth has to build on including its waterfront
location and its specialisms in advanced manufacturing, medical sciences, arts and creative
industries, sustainability/environmental sciences and marine sciences.
The Strategy discusses sector development opportunities in relation to business growth in terms of
three different elements:
•
Growth in the existing business base e.g. manufacturing specialisms
•
The potential for capturing mobile opportunities e.g. ICT related
•
Demand led growth e.g. office services, culture, leisure and tourism
Given considerable proposed population growth for Plymouth, the strategy also discusses the
potential for extent of jobs growth within sectors e.g. (at that time) public sector notably healthcare.
Target sectors were identified as advanced engineering, business services, creative industries,
marine industries, medical and healthcare, tourism and leisure. Special consideration for the
following was identified:
•
Financial and business services, creative industries, tourism and leisure – in terms of
new investment and job prospects, attracting mobile investment
•
Advanced engineering, medical and healthcare, and marine industries – in terms of
expanding the existing business base
The 2013/14 strategy review discussion document suggests the Economic Strategy remains a good
basis for economic development but needs to be re-focused into some stronger transformational
changes, particularly to address its productivity gap. Revised objectives are therefore to raise
productivity across all business sectors and rebalance economic activity in favour of business
investment and exports (noting strengths in advanced manufacturing and marine where there are
internationally exporting businesses).
In terms of sectors the review suggests that, moving forward, the strategy needs to be more sector
blind – focusing on key productivity drivers across the board. However some focus on areas of
competitive advantages are maintained, or where market failure is constraining growth - marine
and advanced manufacturing are both identified as is tourism and leisure.
Revised priorities for the Economic Strategy are presented as ‘flagships’:
•
Ocean City infrastructure – accelerating infrastructure delivery
•
Digital economy – making the most of good digital connectivity
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•
•
•
•

3.5

Business growth and investment – to become more enterprising, productive and
innovation in a global market
Learning and talent development – skills development
People, communities and institutions – to ensure all benefit from growth
Visitor economy and culture – raising profile and reputation in global markets

Plymouth and the South West Peninsula City Deal

The City Deal, signed in January 2014, covers Plymouth, Devon, Torbay, Cornwall and Somerset. Both
South Hams and West Devon Councils are part of the partnership. It secures £34m of public sector
funding (national and local) with the expectation of drawing in some £260m private sector
investment in the long term.
The City Deal is focused on increasing rates of productivity through:
•
Growing the marine sector – unlocking critical sites the first being South Yard
Plymouth as a Marine Production Campus; supporting supply chain development.
Whilst South Yard is a focus for early stages of site development, the Campus is
intended to link sites of R&D and development across the far SW, including inland
sites where Langage, Okehampton, Tavistock and Noss on Dart are specifically
mentioned
•
Providing business support to SMEs and marine sector; including increasing
commercialisation of R&D from marine research; establishing an offshore
renewables sector (led by Cornwall); and a Growth Fund Plus grant programme
through GAIN to gap fund private sector investment projects; business relationship
programme and business creation programme
•
Implementing a ‘Deal for Young People’ to tackle youth unemployment
Marine and advanced manufacturing are noted as a clear strength of the area, with global
companies and over 700 associated companies in the supply chain across the City Deal area,
employing c26,000 people. Whilst there is no further detail of how actions will be progressed (at the
time of writing, April 2014), City Deal indicates aspirations to draw both South Hams and West
Devon into its activities.

3.6.

Key Messages – Local Authority/City Deal
•

•

•

South Hams and West Devon Councils has rationalised economic development
resources and are moving towards a role of enabler and facilitator rather than direct
provider. Strategic partnerships will be very important to underpin this role – both
with potential delivery partners such as HoSW LEP and with local businesses to
understand their development needs
Strategically, Devon County Council recognises issues of poor productivity in the
County and is therefore seeking greater productivity and higher wages alongside
employment opportunities for all. It identifies sectors for productivity growth
including advanced manufacturing and renewable energy (also linking to marine
renewables and construction – energy efficiency). However it also recognises the
need to maintain support for traditional sectors, notably agriculture and tourism productivity growth is not the only driver
Plymouth is a key destination for out commuters from both districts so Plymouth’s
Economic Development Strategy is very relevant. The need for improving economic
performance is recognised, especially raising productivity across all sectors. The
strategy is more sector blind but notes some important sectors – marine, advanced
manufacturing, tourism & leisure. The Plymouth and SW Peninsula City Deal is then
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built on the strengths of marine and advanced manufacturing and their global
potential. Both South Hams and West Devon Councils are part of the partnership and
will be a part of its activities

3.7.

Rural Development Programme for England (RDPE) - Local Action

Both South Hams and West Devon have benefitted from the activities of LEADER initiatives, through
the RDPE Local Action Programme supported by EU funding through the European Agricultural Fund
for Rural Development (EAFRD) 2007-2013.They have potential to develop in the next EU funding
period 2014 – 2020.
The Two LEADER initiatives delivered through the 2007 – 2013 Local Action Group programme were:
The Greater Dartmoor Local Enterprise Action Fund (LEAF)
This covers all of West Devon, part of South Hams and part of Teignbridge with a RDPE budget of
£1.996m. The total value of projects supported was £4.8m.

The aim of the Greater Dartmoor Leader initiative, set out in its local development strategy
was ‘To grow rural businesses, create and improve the quality of jobs and find innovative
ways of delivering better access to services, building on the unique environmental quality of
Greater Dartmoor’. The objectives were identified as:
•
•
•

Creating and growing businesses
Delivering innovative service provision
Maximising environmental potential

Key Outputs included:
•
480 micro enterprises supported
•
544 people trained
•
36 jobs created
Key Outcomes were:
•
Increased business productivity
•
Business growth from environmental opportunities
•
Improved access to services
•
Improved business skills
South Devon Coastal Local Action Group (LAG)
This covers the southern half of the South Hams district with a RDPE budget of £1.8m. The total
value of projects supported was £4.8m.
The aim of the South Devon Coastal LEADER initiative, set out in its Local Development Strategy, was
to secure ‘a diverse and multifunctional landscape harnessed for sustainable economic and
community benefits’. The four strategic aims were identified as:
•
•
•
•

Linking and adapting businesses for improved economic performance
Sustaining communities through community enterprise and linked service provision
Marketing and sustaining the area’s unique selling points
Building the capacity to deliver rural development locally

Key Outputs included:
•
113 projects supported
•
124 micro enterprises supported
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•
•

236 training days delivered
24 community enterprises supported

Key Outcomes were:
•
Increased business productivity
•
Improved business skills
•
Improved provision of community services and facilities
A 2013 Impact Assessment data review17 suggests main economic sectors in the South Devon LAG
area are:
•
Construction
•
Retail
•
Professional, scientific and technical
•
Accommodation and food services
•
Production
Both LAGs are currently in receipt of transition funding to support their continuing role during the
transition period between one Structural Funding period and the next. The HoSW’s EU SIF Strategy
sets out an aspiration for 100% coverage of its rural area by Local Action Groups in the forthcoming
Structural Fund round, in activities that will:
•
•
•
•

Add value to broader business support activities coordinated through the proposed
Growth Hub
Progress the digital agenda through community/local approaches e.g. digital
outreach
Progress economic inclusion, address accessibility barriers to inclusion e.g. local
transport initiatives
Progress on issues of fuel poverty and sustainability through community led
initiatives

The Future for EAFRD through the Rural Development Programme for England
DEFRA’s proposals for the next round of RDPE funding18 identify three main areas for support:
•
Environment; restoring, maintaining and enhancing the natural environment – taking
87% of available funding
•
Productivity; improving competitiveness and efficiency of the land based sector (e.g.
through innovation, technology) – taking 4% of funding. A farming and forestry
productivity scheme is proposed covering:
o
Innovation, technology diffusion and knowledge transfer
o
Farm competitiveness and supply chain relationships
o
Woodland enterprise and supply chains
o
Resource efficiency and management
o
Animal health and welfare
•
Growth; delivering rural economic growth – of which 5% will go to LEPs through the
Growth Programme and 4% to the LEADER approach. LEPs will be expected to cover
the following priorities:
o
Building knowledge and skills in rural areas
17

Business Health Check and Impact Assessment, Draft Report December 2013, Devon Renaissance
Rural Development Programme for England – Draft Programme published alongside a Strategic
Environmental Assessment of the Programme. March 2014, Defra.
18
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o
o

o

Funding new and developing micros and SMEs
Funding small scale renewables and broadband investments in hard to
reach broadband locations and to overcome barriers to community energy
schemes
Support for tourism activities around destination offer and product
development

The LEADER approach will be focused on rural jobs and growth and will be expected to cover the
following:
•
Support for micro and small enterprises and farm diversification (which could
include premises development)
•
Support for increasing farm and forestry productivity
•
Support for rural tourism
•
Provision of rural services
•
Support for cultural and heritage activity

3.8.

Key Messages – RDPE - Local Action
•

•

•

•

3.9.

Local Action has been successful in supporting small business development and
training, delivering some business productivity and working across a range of
business sectors including some more traditional to the area and others of higher
value and lower employment representation
The next round of Local Action through the RDPE is expected to continue to support
micro/small businesses, focusing on rural jobs and growth and could be valuable in
supporting growth in some sectors closely linked to land based activities such as
food manufacturing and renewable energy, and which could be growth
opportunities for South Hams and West Devon
The next round of RDPE seeks to increase productivity in the land based sector,
including through supply chain development and innovation/knowledge transfer.
These could also be valuable in supporting sector development in the two districts
with potential to link into other facilities (e.g. provision of innovation/incubation
centre facilities) and related sectors (such as food processing, health, renewable
energy)
There is also an opportunity, through the LEP and its RDPE resources, to target
broadband ‘notspots’ which could be valuable for small rural business locations

Opportunities for Economic Growth
•

•

Employment and productivity are both recognised as important for economic
growth. Raising productivity alongside employment is important, with some focus on
particular sectors such as advanced manufacturing, renewable energy and marine –
but not at the expense of also supporting more traditional sectors and ensuring all
businesses are assisted to improve their economic position and productivity
The HoSW LEP strategic focus on transformational opportunities and smart
specialisation does take a strong sector focus – in some sectors that both South
Hams and West Devon could capitalise on; marine (in association with the Plymouth
and SW Peninsula City Deal), agri-tech, and potentially also aspects of health (e.g.
development of high tech healthcare solutions, use of ICT in monitoring health
issues). Links to research and development and to knowledge transfer opportunities
could be important to support this, for both Districts
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•

•

•

•

The importance of the construction sector (linked to investments in transformational
opportunities) is flagged up by the LEP – a particular specialism in West Devon and
where there could be particular opportunities in association with Sherford new
community
Both the SIF and Local Action could provide a funding approach to support
microbusiness and small business development. The SIF has a valuable focus on
innovation and knowledge transfer which could support less well represented
business sectors that have potential for growth and higher level productivity e.g. ICT
related, enviro-tech, marine related, manufacturing. It could be valuable in helping
to encourage a stronger relationship between businesses and research/innovation
support across both districts. Local Action will be very valuable in supporting rural
micro businesses and pro-active marketing of opportunities might be able to
highlight its potential for use in opportunity sectors e.g. renewable energy and
energy efficiency (with consequent community benefits related to alleviating fuel
poverty)
Partnership working will be vital to make headway in LEP and EU programme areas.
This chimes with the South Hams and West Devon developing focus for economic
development work which now prioritises strategic partnerships and making the most
of funding opportunities as two of four key activity areas
Maintaining and growing links with businesses across the two districts will be
essential in all this (again, a priority economic development action for South Hams
and West Devon) in order to engage local businesses, facilitate activities with
particular business groups/networks, grow the supply chain potential and ensure
initiatives available and business needs are mutually compatible as far as possible
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4.

Sectors Review

4.1.

The Commissioned Research

Review of economic sectors was the subject of a major study in 2012, jointly commissioned by
Devon County Council with Somerset County Council and Dartmoor National Park Authority19. The
results provide valuable information on potential key sectors for growth in Devon and proposals for
action to foster their growth.

4.2.

Potential Sectors for Growth

The research identified four sectors for potential growth in Devon with assessments of potential
growth impacts and suggested actions to deliver growth summarised in Table 1, Appendix 5. The
four sectors are construction and property, distribution and logistics, business services and creative
media. Relevant sub sectors are indicated in Table 1, Appendix 5.
A fifth sector (residential care) was considered at the interim stage but not taken forward into the
final analysis. It was initially included on the basis of its scale and importance in the economic make
up. However it was taken out because national social care policy is moving more towards care in the
community rather than residential care and it was considered this could re-shape employment in
this sector. Health and social work is a high employing sector in both South Hams and West Devon,
both of which have above average proportions of older people.
Reporting specifically on Dartmoor National Park (where findings would be relevant for both South
Hams and West Devon), the research identified accommodation and food and beverage services as a
key economic driver accounting for nearly 20% of employment. The research notes long term
predictions of increasing visitor numbers, presenting opportunities for development of this sector.
In terms of lining up with key employment sectors20 in South Hams and West Devon as described in
the research report:
•
The employment sectors in South Hams with 1,000 or more employed (2011) do fit
with these targeted sectors in four out of seven cases; in telecommunications
(potentially within business services), specialised construction and real estate (both
part of construction and property) and land transportation (part of distribution and
logistics). Of the remaining three, one (food and drink services) could link to a
national priority sector (manufacturing, inclusive of food manufacturing) but also
reflects the area’s visitor economy. The remaining two are accommodation
(reflecting the district’s important tourism role) and residential care
•
West Devon’s key employment sectors with more than 500 employed include food
and drink services, accommodation and residential care as the top three (as in South
Hams), manufacturing of food products (a part of manufacturing, a national priority),
land transport and specialised construction. Construction of buildings and real estate
are both between 400-500 employed.

19

Sectors Research: Interim report to Devon and Somerset County Councils and Dartmoor National Park
Authority, October 2012. Serio with the RED Group (Plymouth Business School) and Ecorys.
Sectors Research: Final report to Devon County Council, February 2013. Serio with the RED Group (Plymouth
Business School) and Ecorys.
20

Excluding public sector and retail employment
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4.3. Other Growth Considerations
The Sectors research study also sets the discussion at the local County level within the wider context
of the national focus on key sectors and the broader requirement to support businesses in a more
‘sector blind’ way.
Government policy approach to business support moves across a spectrum of support21:
•
Light touch (delivered through ‘horizontal measures’ applicable across all businesses)
•
Action (responding to specific reasons for intervention)
•
Sustained dialogue
•
Strategic partnerships (where government helps to shape the direction of travel.
Intended for the sectors with most potential for growth)
BIS Economics Paper No 1822 sets out Government’s strategy for sector development, which
identifies the following three areas with high potential23:
•
Advanced manufacturing (especially aerospace, automotive and life sciences)
•
Knowledge intensive traded services (especially professional and business services,
information economy and traded aspects of higher and further education)
•
Enabling industries such as energy and construction
Those proposed for Devon were cross referenced to these national growth sectors, with the
following relevant points noted:
•
Advanced manufacturing; where South Hams was noted as having strengths in
electronic manufacturing (but also noted as a sector under considerable market
pressure and in decline); and strengths in marine manufacturing (medium
technology and relatively stable in employment terms)
•
Knowledge intensive traded services – typified by small businesses and limited
clustering and where South Hams is noted in relation to its Call Centres
•
Enabling sectors; where construction is noted as having the potential to increase
productivity through innovation and adopting new technologies driven by the
environmental agenda; whilst renewables is very influenced by market demand and
where public funding into its development has been curtailed
The research notes that sector interventions are often done at the national or regional level and are
much harder to achieve at local level (for example if they require stimulation of demand). They build
on strengths and can take a number of years to reach fruition.
The research also makes the point that sector growth is not the only consideration – there are other
important economic considerations including:
•
Presence of anchors (local large employers) in the economy (for example, Ambrosia
at Lifton)
•
Alignment with strategic policy (relevant, for example, to the land based sector)

21
22

BIS Economics Paper No 18: Industrial Strategy: UK Sector Analysis, September 2012. See Section 4.
BIS Economics Paper No 18: Industrial Strategy: UK Sector Analysis. September 2012

23

Not specifically mentioned in the research paper but also worth noting are the ‘Eight Great Technologies’ as
set out in a speech by David Willetts (Minister for Universities and Science) in January 2013; Big data, space
and satellites, robotics, synthetic biology, regenerative medicines, agri-sciences, advanced materials and
energy storage
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•

•
•
•

4.4.

Key Messages from commissioned Sector Growth Research
•

•

•

•

•

4.5.

Alignment with neighbouring economies ( for example, the importance of Plymouth
and its strengths in medical and biotechnology, advanced engineering, marine and
creative sectors)
The public sector that remains as an important aggregate economic sector (and a
driver of construction investment)
The need to look at both new employment and also increasing the value of existing
employment
Supporting a generally permissive business environment including policies/activities
that are sector blind

The research has highlighted four sectors which could deliver employment growth;
construction and property, business services, distribution and logistics, and creative
media. Tourism was also specifically identified in relation to Dartmoor National Park
(and therefore also relevant to both South Hams and West Devon).
Residential care, which was identified as a potential sector at interim report stage,
was not carried through to the final selection. However this could be a relevant
sector for South Hams and West Devon
The research looks at fit with national growth sectors (identified as advanced
manufacturing, knowledge intensive traded services and the enabling industries such
as construction and energy). South Hams is particularly noted as having strengths in
electronics and marine manufacturing and telecommunications (although Call Centre
activities are not likely to be at the higher value added end)
The research notes significant sector interventions are often taken nationally or
regionally and are harder to achieve at a local level. They can also take a long time
to deliver results
The research also stresses that sector growth should not be the only growth drivers
noting there are other relevant considerations including key anchor employers
locally and links with neighbouring economies – an important consideration for both
South Hams and West Devon given the high levels of commuting to Plymouth from
both districts

Implications for Economic Growth
•

•

•

Construction is consistently highlighted as a growth opportunity both here and in
other strategies. There are significant amounts of construction activity planned.
Whilst the dangers of over reliance on construction have been flagged up, it also
presents opportunities e.g. in sustainable construction (which could incorporate
energy efficiency and renewable energy elements) which may require some
innovation/R&D support. It is a strength in both South Hams and West Devon
Business services are flagged up as a potential growth sector both here and
elsewhere, with higher value added opportunities. These are sectors not as well
represented in the South Hams or West Devon economies but have potential to
deliver higher value added economic activity. Knowledge intensive businesses are
not that well represented in South Hams or West Devon and could be encouraged
e.g. with appropriate business accommodation, business support, access to R&D.
They may also be related to lifestyle choices where the rural location factors of both
districts are positive draws but where access to high speed broadband may be an
issue
Distribution and logistics are not specifically highlighted elsewhere but are identified
in this research. They have strengths in both South Hams and West Devon and
where there are employment land allocations well related to major roads
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•

•

•

Creative media is a small subsector linked to South Hams in particular but highlights
a broader opportunity to focus on digital potential, particularly given enhanced
broadband access
Tourism is a continuing important sector in both districts with potential for higher
value added products and links to other sectors – food and drink production
particularly – and where quality and environment friendly business could be
important drivers
Residential care was considered during the sector research but not taken forward.
However experience in South Hams in particular indicates several new care homes
built or proposed as part of mixed use regeneration schemes incorporating
employment elements whilst both districts do have a high level of employment in
the health and social work sector. Looking at the care sector as a business
opportunity has relevance.

There could be some specific implications of developing these target sectors in relation to
employment land and premises, suggested in Table 4.1. below:
Table 4.1: Employment Sites Opportunities and Challenges
Opportunities
Challenges
Feasibility of use of Local Development Orders.
Potential impact of high speed broadband on
Langage Energy Park might be a particular
reducing requirements for business premises as
opportunity, that could be pursued through the
more people work from home/community
Plymouth and SW Peninsula City Deal. Feasibility hubs/remotely. Even so however, there could be
work might need to be associated with this, to
a continuing requirement for ‘move on’
inform the uses promoted
accommodation as businesses grow
Supporting sustainable construction techniques
Essential requirement for good ICT access –
through demonstration and procurement
currently an issue in Kingsbridge and could be so
opportunities
for various rural locations outside the main
towns
Potential for incubation facilities either as
Identifying sector specific employment land
outreach or as part of innovation centre
allocations runs the risk of delaying development
development, and which could be linked to
– an alternative approach might be to use other
mixed use developments (as could work hubs)
means to pro-actively encourage specific sector
uses
Marketing on the back of SPD for employment
Ensuring there is a continuum of locally available
sites (e.g. Tavistock) – to support inward
premises to facilitate ‘move on’ by businesses as
investment/business development
they grow and if greater self containment is
being sought
Scoping planning opportunities by types of
Providing workspace is often speculative and
business by sector as supporting information to
with some risk (reduced through market
SPD e.g. as encouragement for distribution and
assessment) – it will require partnership working
logistics activities on employment land
and active promotion. Issues of viability are also
allocations adjacent A30/A38
a very practical constraint on delivery
Putting out a call for interest in live- work
The implications of changing planning policy in
developments. Exploring opportunities for self
relation to permitted development rights and
build live- work. Community Land Trusts could
prior approval, for change of use between use
be one route for this as could developers of
classes e.g. from employment to residential uses
existing live- work developments (although they might need to be considered in the context of
appear largely urban based) or working with the mixed use schemes to avoid loss of employment
Live-Work Network. Could also be appropriate in space in the future. There could also be
mixed use redevelopment schemes via
implications for town centres if retail premises
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developer or housing association
Capitalising on work hub opportunities
associated with mixed use redevelopment
schemes; test interest locally where mixed use
redevelopments are proposed e.g. Dartmouth,
Kingsbridge, through some market testing e.g.
jelly sessions24 (casual working events)

change to other uses and where the vitality of
town centres is important to the visitor economy
Matching suitable premises and location with
viability may be challenging to ensure potential
income is generated when compared against
costs of delivering and operating a hub. This
would need to be looked at in conjunction with a
potential operator of a work hub as well as in the
context of an overall development package.

24

A Jelly is a casual working event where people working in small businesses or from home get together to
work in a social environment and meet new people.
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5. Implications of Economic Growth Approaches for Strategic
Employment Land Allocations through Planning Policy
The implication of economic growth for strategic employment land allocations and planning policy is
specifically discussed in this subsection, in order to input into planning policy, particularly the
preparation of Our Plan which is now in progress in both South Hams and West Devon.

5.1. Implications from sector development
Sector research for Devon County Council prioritised four potential growth sectors likely to deliver
employment/productivity growth. These are construction and property, creative media, business
services, distribution and logistics. In terms of relevance to existing or future strategic land
allocations:
• Creative media and business services may not be seeking major sites through employment
land allocations specifically. They could take premises on employment sites e.g. in business
centres or office provision on business parks; for example there is a Solicitors located on Lee
Mill employment site at Ivybridge, a computer software developer on Langage Business
Park. The implication would be on the requirement for strategic employment land
allocations attractive as ‘business park’ type locations rather than for industrial use
• Creative media and business service use could be appropriate for mixed use redevelopments
in town locations. Surveys have indicated cost of premises is a critical consideration though.
ELR requirements for ‘office space’ are relevant here.
• Access to superfast broadband is going to be an important consideration in relation to
business premises and could change the dynamics of workspace requirements with yet more
people working from home or local workhubs; there are then important considerations
around
o workspace which provides a continuum of ‘move on’ opportunities within a local
area;
o providing an enabling planning environment for small scale business activity in rural
areas particularly;
o continuing support for work-hub type opportunities (which could also appropriate to
e.g. mixed use developments in towns; or village halls/community venues in rural
areas)
• Access to innovation/incubation type facilities could be important – for example for creative
media particularly. The research identifies this as a small but growing sector with high
productivity but where innovation is important (see later points about innovation and
incubation)
• The same implications would apply to the information and communications sector. Although
not specifically identified as a priority sector in the Devon County Council research it is an
important and growing sector for the Districts and part of the knowledge based industries
sector – a national priority
• Growing the construction sector could have an employment land implication if construction
businesses require space for storage or manufacturing purposes. There is no specific
indication of whether there would be such a requirement and it could in part depend on
how some of the major construction work is procured e.g. if smaller more local builders are
engaged. One angle to consider could be the role of energy efficient housing in relation to
Sherford – which might have a tie across to Langage Energy Park. Linking in with Devon
Building Control Partnership to understand future requirements on energy efficiency for
housing development could be one way to explore opportunities
• Distribution and logistics – these are likely to have an employment site requirement and will
be associated with the main distribution routes – A30 and A38. For example Okehampton
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has distribution businesses located on its industrial estates – although West Devon’s largest
distribution company is located elsewhere. If there is an aspiration to grow this sector, then
there are likely to be implications for employment land in accessible locations on main
routes. Further understanding of ‘green logistics’ would be valuable here, to see what the
implications of ICT use in distribution and logistics means and how it carries through into
sites and premises requirements
The sector research for Devon County Council also highlighted tourism as important for Dartmoor.
Support for this sector does not directly impinge on employment land allocations. There may be
links e.g. if outdoor activity providers take office/workspace on employment sites. There could also
be indirect links e.g. through encouragement for more local linked products such as food and drink.
Whilst the sector research for Devon County Council did not take forward residential care as a
priority sector to its final report, this is one that could have potential for South Hams and West
Devon, given age structure and experience of residential home developments to date. Implications
could include office requirements for businesses setting up to provide care services. There may also
be other specific planning implications such as planning for provision of residential care villages.
Other sectors that are identified as priorities in other strategies are advanced manufacturing,
renewable energy, marine, and agri-tech.
• Marine –this is the focus of the Plymouth and SW Peninsula City Deal with the potential for
marine ‘spokes’ radiating out from the Marine Production Campus proposed at South Yard
in Plymouth. There is no specific indication of what this might mean in practice but there
would seem some key opportunities to pursue which have employment land implications:
o The extent to which manufacturing of products will be involved and what supply
chain opportunities this might bring with what space requirements; for example
might there be opportunities for Dartmouth, Kingsbridge or Totnes given their
waterfront locations – and implying a need to safeguard waterside employment
space
o Developing the potential at Langage – links with offshore renewable energy options
for example. Could the Plymouth and SW Peninsula City Deal support the
development of feasibility and masterplanning work for Langage Energy Park,
leading into use of Local Development Orders and pro-active marketing/links with
inward investment work. Feasibility work could investigate the potential to give the
Energy Park more of a theme e.g. in relation to marine and/or energy sector
businesses
o Innovation and incubation space: There could be potential for this with Langage
being a possible location to investigate, including whether there is opportunity to
link with the Plymouth and SW Peninsula City Deal marine development. The extent
to which there could be a ‘hub and spokes’ approach to provision of
innovation/incubation space through a major premises development at
Langage/other locations and linked ‘formation zones’ at other locations e.g.
Tavistock, Totnes, would also be valuable to explore
• Renewable energy; identified in Devon County Council’s Growth Strategy – already noted
above as having significant links with the marine sector in terms of offshore renewables.
South Devon College’s Renewable Energy Centre and the Noss-on-Dart Marine Academy are
good illustrations of developments in renewable energy and the marine sector . There are
also potential links with energy efficiency, construction and renewable energy (through
working with Devon Building Control Partnership/community energy partnerships).
Employment land and premises implications are not clear but could include small workspace
start ups; incubation/innovation opportunities; utilising building proposals to showcase low
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•

•

•

carbon and renewable energy opportunities (as happened with Okehampton Business
Centre) pending implementation of zero carbon proposals for non domestic buildings before
2019. The potential for decentralised energy solutions, local energy management and
district heating may be limited at scale but could be explored through the Our Plan process.
Advanced manufacturing; this could cover various sectors and could have employment
space implications at various scales ranging from incubation space and small scale business
start ups to larger scale production requirements. There may be potential for a ‘Fab Lab’
type approach (facilities that can be hired hourly/daily, for experiments and testing)
although this may be more appropriate, linking with innovation centre proposals
One specific manufacturing subsector is food and drink which is well supported in Devon and
with potential for tourism links. Support for this subsector would have requirements related
to farm diversification and on farm production opportunities.
Agri-tech and environmental science are potential smart specialisation themes. At this stage
there is no indication of what this might mean in practice, in terms of business development.
However, given the presence of North Wyke Research Centre near Okehampton, and Bicton
Agricultural College in South Hams, it could be worth exploring opportunities here and
whether there is spin off in terms of incubation/innovation or other facilities; for example
linked to North Wyke and located on the Okehampton Business Park

5.2. Supporting Higher Productivity
Aside from targeting sectors with higher productivity potential, access to innovation and R&D
support and knowledge transfer could be important supporting mechanisms. These appear to be
lacking in both Districts and, with it, the support and input that might come from Higher Education
Institutions and Research Establishments.
Developing a network of innovation/incubation and associated support facilities could be important.
The University of Plymouth is already managing three innovation centres in Cornwall. All three are
major new build projects. This might be appropriate e.g. for Langage Energy Park. What could also
be appropriate (but would need discussion and feasibility work) is smaller scale provision as part of
development project also incorporating other elements – part of a mixed use development for
example – which could be serviced on a distance basis but still have access to the support and
facilities of R&D elsewhere. This would open up the opportunities for providing an innovation focus
which could be applicable to mixed use developments or business centre type facilities on
employment sites. However there may be a minimum viable size for such provision.

5.3. Supporting Broad Business Development
A brief high level review of activities on employment sites suggests a broad spectrum of use with
limited business clustering e.g. employment sites with water access are not just focused on marine
related uses, Langage Science Park hosts health related businesses but not exclusively. A number of
the businesses on the smaller employment estates are providing local services e.g. garage services,
car repair, cleaning services – and such businesses will always require a location. In this context
targeting employment land allocations to specific sectors may be too prescribed. What might be
more appropriate however, is encouragement/support of certain sectors, which might be part of
SPD or other planning discussions (see next sub section below) and which could link into business
marketing and inward investment activities. Facilitating business sites and premises development
remains a broad and important planning policy requirement.
However working practices are changing with more people working from home/working remotely.
This has implications for workspace requirements. Devon County Council has been leading the
development of work hubs across the County and both Districts are benefiting from this – at
Okehampton, Tavistock and Totnes. Extending this into other locations should be explored through
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the preparation of Our Plan. Whether they are best located on employment estates or in more town
centre locations which could be part of a mixed use development is a consideration. For example
town locations have the advantage (and encouragement) of access to other services whilst at the
work hub, which an employment estate location may lack. Conversely an employment estate
location may have much easier access and parking than a town centre location. Location needs to
relate to requirements of potential users and some local feasibility work is likely to be needed to test
potential use and viability.
Live - work units are one specific provision related to working from home. Research (2008) indicated
they tended to be built on lower value land such as employment land, and work better where they
are clustered rather than isolated units. Examples given in the research related to renovation of
existing buildings to live/work use rather than new build. Finding examples of new build schemes is
difficult. More research would be needed to specifically identify success of new build examples e.g. a
new build live - work proposal for Insight Park in the West Midlands. At this stage what might be
appropriate to consider is testing the market through an invitation for expressions of interest of
development on sites at Okehampton where SPD includes some residential use on part of the
employment land allocation. There may also be opportunities to link this with self build. Talking to
the live- work network and the Community Land Trust in Devon might be two ways to progress this.

5.4. Using Planning Tools
There are various planning tools that could sit alongside employment land allocations and support
business development:
•
•

•

•

•

25

Refresh planning policies and allocate additional employment sites through the preparation
of the Our Plan.
Developing masterplans and SPD; this might be particularly valuable for Langage Energy
Park25 for example (working with the owner/developers) and has already been done for
Okehampton and Tavistock where they are adopted as SPD. However it is important these
are not just produced and left as a passive tool. What would be important is to use these
proactively in conjunction with inward investment and business opportunities marketing –
linking in to business initiatives through HoSW LEP for example. If there is an aspiration to
encourage certain sectors e.g. distribution and logistics at Okehampton, then further
informal planning guidance alongside the SPD might provide this
Use of Local Development Orders – this could be a development from masterplans and SPD.
Nationally, the majority of LDOs are in support of employment development and related to
Enterprise Zones. These may be more appropriate to larger employment sites – again,
Langage Energy Park might be appropriate. Devon County Council has indicated investigating
the use of Enterprise Zones as part of their Economic Growth Strategy. This would also have
relevance and application, where both Districts could work with DCC to progress ideas
relevant to South Hams and West Devon
Use of pre-planning discussions with developers and planning performance agreements, to
discuss opportunities for workspace development, provide ideas, contacts and planning
guidance
Working with neighbourhood planning groups to cascade the discussion around economic
growth opportunities and planning for this where it is appropriate to their focus of
neighbourhood planning activity

See SPD for Puriton Energy Park
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6. Strategy and Actions for Economic Growth
6.1.

Introduction

The Councils have four priorities for taking forward economic development functions; through:
•
Business engagement (utilising the Business Voice initiative)
•
Research and intelligence
•
Strategic working e.g. with LEPs and through City Deal
•
Maximising funding opportunities
These are a clear framework for the proposed Economic Growth Strategy. Actions proposed for the
Councils to progress need to fit within these four priorities. The Economic Growth Strategy covers
the period 2014 – 2020 and will be subject to annual review.
This section uses evidence and analysis to set a strategic aim for economic growth that the Councils
can adopt, identify objectives and scope actions that could be taken forward.
The suggested Strategic AIM is to:

Work with local businesses and strategic partners to
facilitate a supportive economic environment for employment
and productivity growth in South Hams and West Devon

The suggested STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES are:
Strategic Objective 1:
Maximise the contribution of Council functions to support economic growth e.g. through
use of procurement processes; strategic planning tools and a pro active development
management approach
Strategic Objective 2:
Develop relationships with local businesses to identify business needs and signpost
business development opportunities for local businesses to participate in
Strategic Objective 3:
Develop strategic partnerships with key economic development organisations and their
programmes and strategies, making these as available and relevant to businesses in
South Hams and West Devon as possible, in support of economic growth

The suggested PRINCIPLES underpinning the Strategy Aim and Objectives are:
• To support economic growth that delivers both jobs and productivity growth, with
an emphasis on driving productivity
• To support employment growth and productivity across all business sectors, with
recognition of those sectors already well represented in the local economy and
their potential to contribute to growth including through sub sectors
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6.2.

Summarising the Evidence

The following diagram (Diagram 6.1.) summarises a range of key points from the evidence analysis. It
indicates that:
•
There are many more similarities than differences between South Hams and West
Devon in terms of economic data and the messages this gives about the two districts
•
Nevertheless each district does have some specific sector strengths
•
The external strategic context for sector development shows some commonalities
e.g. marine, enabling infrastructure industries including construction and energy,
advanced manufacturing, knowledge intensive including business services. It also
highlights some distinctive elements e.g. agri-tech, distribution and logistics
•
A majority of businesses were predicting moderate/significant growth over the next
three year period (South Hams/West Devon Business Survey 2012). Key hindrances
to business growth include access to finance and recruitment
•
Broadband access is seen as an essential locational requirement for businesses
seeking new premises with cost is also a critical factor
•
There are a range of strategic employment land allocations with some
Supplementary Planning Documents in place together with masterplanning in
progress
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Devon County Council
priority sectors:
• Advanced manufacturing
• Renewable energy
• Agriculture
• Tourism
• Construction
• Distribution & logistics
• Business Services
• Creative Media

Plymouth City Council
sector priorities:
• Marine
• Advanced
Manufacturing
• Tourism & Leisure

South Hams
Self containment levels increased
2001 – 2008
Potential over-dependence on construction
Climbed UK Competitiveness Index
2010 – 2013 (benchmark figure)

Premises:
Businesses seeking readily available
‘move on’ accommodation
• Access to broadband essential (but
potentially variable in rural hinterlands)
• Cost critical
• SIF/RDPE as potential funding
opportunities
•

Local Business Views:
•
Majority predicting
moderate/significant growth over next
3 years (from 2012)
•
Hindrances to growth:
o
Access to finance
o
Recruitment
o
Overheads
o
(Premises – minority)

Sector development is not the only consideration. Cross sector
development support also needed e.g. BIP, GAIN, LEADER Local
Action.

South Hams and West Devon

HoSW Priority Sectors
include:
• Agri-tech &
environmental science
• Marine
• Health
• Construction

National Priority Sectors:
• Advanced Manufacturing
• Knowledge Intensive
• Enabling Industries (e.g.
construction, energy)

Top Employment Sectors:
• Retailing, Public Sector
• Tourism, Construction, Manufacturing
Top Employment Growth Sectors to 2025:
• Construction
• Information and communications
• Transport and storage
• Accommodation and food services
• Business and finance
• Other Services
Top Productivity Growth Sectors to 2025:
• Higher value sectors:
o Construction
o Information and communications
o Business and finance
• Lower value sectors:
o Accommodation and food services
o Transport
High levels of out-commuting
High numbers of small/micro businesses
Business deaths exceed business start ups
High levels of self employment and working from home
Quality environment
Strong skills based amongst residents in employment
Lower average annual workplace wages compared to
residents in employment
Diagram 6.1.
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West Devon
Self containment levels marginally decreased
2001 – 2008
Very strong business survival rates
Remained static on UK Competitiveness
Index 2010-2013 (benchmark figure)

•
•
•
•
•

•

Employment Land/Other Infrastructure:
No existing business clustering on
existing estates
Master plans on some sites
Towns fibre enabled except Kingsbridge
Travel by sustainable transport an issue
Rail improvements may make commuter
outflows easier but need to bring
benefits into West Devon too
Road transport will remain important

6.3.

Setting a Strategic Aim and Objectives – the rationale

Jobs and/or Productivity?
The evidence leads to some key questions for the strategy, the first being should its focus be on jobs
or productivity/GVA. The relative merits include:
•
Jobs; supports addressing the implications of proposed population growth;
increasing self containment of the economy; reducing out-commuting. If jobs growth
is the end outcome then productivity drivers may be less important and the strategy
may be less sector specific, working with current key employment sectors as well as
other sectors that might develop a greater presence. Research by the National
Endowment for Science, Technology & Arts (NESTA)26 indicates that high growth
businesses (who account for significant levels of jobs growth) are drawn from across
all sectors and may be larger or smaller businesses. Modelling of future employment
growth indicates potential across a number of sectors
•
Productivity; supports seeking greater value from existing and new employment
meaning that the drivers of productivity become much more important (e.g.
innovation, R&D, competitiveness); more likely to target sectors with higher value
added opportunities; would help to raise local wage rates. Conversely this might
exclude some existing employment sectors which are broadly lower value e.g.
accommodation and food services. However there could remain opportunities for
productivity growth in subsectors and/or in technological developments e.g. agritech
In practice these are not mutually exclusive. Broader economic strategies address both. For example
the HoSW LEP SEP sets out both jobs and productivity objectives. What is critical is acknowledging
both and understanding what the reasoning is for its use and balance in different economic
situations. Given issues of low wages but relatively high levels of employment, a greater emphasis
on productivity could be appropriate.
Sector Specific or Sector Blind?
The second key question is the extent to which an economic sector focus is needed and whether the
strategy should focus on some key sectors with employment and/or productivity potential for
growth or take a more ‘sector blind’ approach. A review of the data suggests that supporting sectors
could be approached in different ways:
•
Supporting sectors which are well represented in the local economy and with
opportunity to grow jobs and GVA/productivity e.g. construction, information and
communications, accommodation and food service
•
Supporting sectors which are not that well represented but have potential to drive
GVA/productivity particularly; e.g. professional and technical, business services,
creative media
•
Supporting existing sectors which are well represented but are losing employment
share – but nevertheless have potential for productivity gains e.g. manufacturing has sub sectors which have growth opportunities e.g. advanced manufacturing, agrifood; agriculture – with diversification opportunities and agri-tech potential
•
Supporting all businesses with generic business support and development to enable
them to grow in both employment and productivity terms

26

The Vital 6 Per Cent. NESTA (National Endowment for Science Technology and Arts), 2009
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Research indicates that sectors can be important but are not exclusive and not the only answer –
there still needs to be thought across the spectrum of businesses. Plymouth City Council, for
example, is going for a more sector blind approach in order to raise productivity across all sectors
whilst also acknowledging its sectors strengths e.g. in the marine sector. High growth businesses
need not be in new sectors, they could also be in more traditional sectors as NESTA research
indicated. Nationally, business support is premised on a continuum of support from ‘broad and
shallow’ to ‘narrow and deep’. Macroeconomic changes can impact on sectors and affect their
markets. The approach need not therefore be an exclusive one – but again recognising the reasons
why different sectors might be supported or why cross sector support is given would be important.
Given the focus on productivity, supporting sectors which have good productivity consequences and
are locally relevant (for example marine, agri-tech, food and drink) is appropriate. This could be part
of a broader mixed approach that also provides business support across all sectors, to grow their
employment and productivity potential.
Strength of Productivity Drivers?
The third key question is that of how well productivity drivers are represented in South Hams and
West Devon and therefore whether there is a need to focus on particular drivers of productivity in
order to boost economic growth and if productivity growth is sought. The following highlights some
important points in relation to the productivity drivers
•
Enterprise; micro businesses have good survival rates but business deaths are
greater than births. Levels of turnover are low and may not be converting into profit.
This could be relevant across the spectrum of business sectors. Local businesses
report they are aiming for moderate/significant growth rates over next 3 years from
2012. There are high levels of self employment and businesses working from home
but also high levels of out- commuting for work by working age residents. So
although levels of enterprise are strong (an indicator of competitiveness), there are
issues around this that need to be addressed to convert this to business growth and
development
•
Investment; there are some significant employment land allocations, with some
SPDs for these in place which could act as an encouragement to development. No
employment land allocations are specifically targeted at a sector whilst review of
existing industrial estates indicates no real sector clustering. Broadband is a critical
consideration for businesses seeking premises, City Deal provides an opportunity for
developing Marine Production Campus ‘spokes’. There is a need for ‘move on’
accommodation to support business growth with potential possibilities for premises
support through the 2014 – 2020 HoSW SIF, and RDPE Programme including Local
Action. Access to finance is identified as a key barrier to growth by businesses in
both districts. There are important rail development proposals (Plymouth –
Tavistock, Exeter – Okehampton; and aspirations about linking Tavistock –
Okehampton which would complete an Exeter – Plymouth loop)
•
Innovation; there is a low level of R&D amongst businesses as evidenced in the
below national average representation of both districts on the UK Competitiveness
Index and lack of any strong University/business foci. However opportunities like
the ‘transformational opportunities’ and smart specialisation sectors in LEP plans are
likely to involve innovation significantly, as are any workspace premises
opportunities through the SIF. Building up R&D and knowledge transfer
opportunities including links with University research and other research
establishments could be very valuable
•
Employment and skills; high levels of resident skills but not applied locally. Low
workplace wages - more so when compared to resident wages. Issues of
recruitment/skills a constraint on growth. Some specialist training needed.
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Investment is possibly the productivity driver where local authorities have traditionally had most
potential for direct action, although where powers are discretionary (e.g. as a direct provider of
employment space), these have greatly diminished or been dropped (as in South Hams and West
Devon). The use of planning policy tools could be an important pro-active route still available to the
Councils, to provide a supportive investment environment. Providing the supporting entrepreneurial
environment is a valuable contribution that Councils could make.
Given the discussion above and feedback from workshop discussion with public, private and
voluntary sector partners locally, the strategic approach is not to take an exclusive approach of
either jobs or productivity, sectors or no sector focus, but to work more inclusively. However within
this, there is recognition that supporting productivity would be particularly valuable, as would
building on sector strengths.
The Councils have limited resources but can work to make their services supportive of this approach
as far as possible. The strategic approach is therefore to focus on actions that help to create a
supportive environment for entrepreneurial development.

6.4.

Suggested Action Plan

Actions for growth are identified to support delivery of the Strategy Aim and Objectives. The actions
are those for the Councils to take forward, based on its four priorities. Actions are identified based
on their ability to:
•
Contribute to jobs growth; potential as indicated from data and sector research.
Building on employment strengths; addressing weaknesses and building on
opportunities
•
Contribute to GVA/productivity; addressing issues/opportunities around productivity
drivers
•
Fit with demand/need/opportunity; including with sector research/LEADER and City
Deal
•
Fit with strategy – LEP (SIF and SEP)/LA/ Employment Land Review (if possible).
Potential to deliver strategy outputs and outcomes
•
Are deliverable; fit with local authority four priorities for economic development
Actions for the Councils are identified in terms of priority actions having the first call on Council
resources; and other actions that are desirable given the opportunity in terms of additional
resources. Table 1 in Appendix 6 assesses actions in relation to the selection criteria listed above.
Table 2 in Appendix 6 assesses actions in relation to the four priorities for Council economic
activities.

6.5.

Suggested Priority Action Areas

Priority actions are grouped in relation to strategic planning, entrepreneurship development and
business support.
Strategic Planning and Development
• Use existing planning tools such as Development Plan Documents, SPD, LDOs and
masterplans as a more pro-active tool in marketing employment land allocations e.g. in
concert with UKTI initiatives through HoSW SIF; and supplementing these with any
further information specific to sectors to encourage e.g. distribution and logistics at
Okehampton or Ivybridge/Langage
• Work with partners on a market demand assessment for employment sites e.g. Langage,
potentially leading into SPD/masterplan/LDOs. This could include working with
neighbourhood planning groups where appropriate. Understanding viability and
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deliverability issues of employment land development essential, including in a mixed use
scheme situation
Entrepreneurship Development
• Develop a strategy of engagement with universities/research establishments (see above)
and GAIN – in particular to establish how businesses can link into R&D opportunities
(people, facilities) including use of schemes such as Graduate Placement; and proactively market opportunities to local businesses
• Facilitate innovation/incubation space developments – to be allied with strategy of
engagement with universities and delivery of Plymouth and SW Peninsula City Deal/SIF
opportunities. Langage Energy Park could be considered as an early opportunity as part
of plans for the Park’s development. Explore potential for outreach rather than specific
centres (e.g. smaller facilities that could be supported as part of mixed use
developments). This could then be flagged up with potential developers as part of predevelopment planning discussions. It could incorporate opportunities for fab-lab type
facilities (relevant to advanced manufacturing, or food and drink for example) and work
hubs
Business Support
• Support locally led business development through:
o An ongoing facilitation role for Local Action Groups supporting agricultural/land
based and tourism sectors and micro businesses more broadly. In turn this
would facilitate development of micro businesses through LEADER Local Action
Groups. Whilst micro business support might be available across the board, its
guidance could seek to pro-actively encourage particular types of business e.g.
food and drink processors, creative media, renewable energy/energy efficiency.
Supported businesses could be networked under the LAG banner and/or
brought into the Business Voice network
o Supporting development of business networks and community
entrepreneurship through local community enterprise initiatives more broadly
e.g. Totnes Entrepreneurs Club developed through Transition Totnes, Dartmouth
and Tavistock Business Improvement District initiatives. This may also have links
across in neighbourhood planning
• Build up the local database of business knowledge about businesses– as a shared client
record management system with partners in order to coordinate business support as
effectively as possible; and with the potential to use this as a means of supporting
supply chain development and other business initiatives as well as share information
and opportunities with businesses; for example in food and drink, agricultural related
research activities, agricultural support services. This could include identifying larger
businesses across the Districts who may be important in the development of supply
chains
• Maintain and develop the Business Survey. It provides valuable feedback. It would
benefit from the addition of a section on markets – whether local, national or global –
sourcing and supply chains, to support work on developing local supply chain
opportunities
• Facilitate continuing provision of business advice; including taking a further look at
issues around business births and deaths and how to reduce the latter; and focusing on
business productivity issues and opportunity. This would involve partnerships with
business support delivery organisations e.g. BIP (already a key provider in West Devon)
and GAIN
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6.6.

Suggested Desirable Actions

Desirable actions are grouped in relation to entrepreneurship development and business support.
Entrepreneurship Development
• Facilitate supply chain development e.g. facilitate tourism links into food and drink
sector initiatives through strategic partnerships (Devon Food and Drink, Taste of the
West) and feedback of information via Business Voice; facilitating/hosting food and
drink/tourism events – e.g. meet the buyer events; specific engagement with key firms
through a business engagement strategy
• Engage with the HoSW LEP developing Agri-Tech strategy; and specific engagement
with North Wyke Research Station (and Peninsula Partnership for the rural economy
more broadly) as part of a strategy of engagement with universities/research
establishments to support knowledge transfer and innovation. Consider the role for
Okehampton to provide targeted incubation/innovation space for start ups linking into
food and drink, agri-tech (and engage with HoSW LEP developing smart specialisation
themes more broadly)
• Work with Plymouth and SW Peninsula City Deal on the potential for use of
Langage/Okehampton/Tavistock/Noss on Dart employment sites in support of marine
‘spokes’ – role and potential, incorporating this into supporting information for SPD; and
more broadly any relevance to other employment sites
• Work with Devon Building Control partnership, energy partnerships and the local
construction sector to understand the implications of low/zero carbon proposals for
domestic and non-domestic properties and the potential to improve the energy
efficiency of both new and existing buildings. Identify opportunities for product
development and requirements for skills training; and support their feasibility
development to assist development of construction sector opportunities locally.
Promote the role of energy efficiency e.g. through the Home Energy Conservation Act
responsibilities of the local authority. Support the roll out of community energy and the
use of local investment vehicles to support development of the renewables industry.
• Facilitate discussion on opportunities for development in the health and social work
sector, linked to the need to provide support to an older population. This could explore
opportunities for business development, including through community led business
routes
Business Support
• Develop a business engagement/champion strategy – targeting businesses (which may
be smaller or larger) with a named local authority contact (possibly from different
departments) to build up an understanding of business needs. Needs to be allied to an
internal customer relations type database to be able to record information that others
can access and also analyse to build up the knowledge of local business
• Make use of procurement processes (and leading by example) to include local labour
clauses where possible e.g. through Section 106 agreements (may need to be supported
with local sourcing information and local marketing of construction opportunities).
Could be particularly relevant in the context of major building at Sherford and other
strategic sites across the Districts.

6.7.

Suggested Actions for Other Partners

In addition to actions identified for the Councils, other actions are identified which the Councils
would particularly urge other partners to take forward or seek to coordinate/target partnership
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activity around. These are actions likely to progress through other partners and programmes which
are important to address opportunities and challenges identified in the Strategy but where the
responsibility is clearly outside the Councils. The Councils would seek to lobby/work for these
through groups and partnerships that they are already involved with. They are included here,
reflecting their potential for supporting economic growth within the Districts.
• Support skills development – seen as cross cutting. Investing in skills and education is
vital to support employment and productivity and to generate the labour supply for
higher value jobs27
• Encourage business groups and landlords to take advantage of ‘pop up shops’ planning
position to encourage temporary use of town centre shops for supporting local business
ventures related to tourism/food and drink e.g. through engagement with landlords;
working with initiatives such as Tavistock proposed Townscape Heritage Initiative; wider
pro-active promotion of opportunities through Business Voice linked with planning
guidance
• Encourage tourism development of higher value tourism products
• Lobby for access to improved broadband (and mobile reception) through the HoSW SIF
activities; in particular pushing for solutions to broadband ‘notspots’ through alternative
means and potentially financial support to small businesses to bring in such solutions
• Lobby for improved access to finance through HoSW initiatives ensuring their schemes
are easily accessible to small businesses and encouraging opportunities for local
investment e.g. local investment clubs
• Encourage landowners and developers to market test potential for live - work units on
employment land allocations.
• Lobby HoSW LEP on commissioning processes for any commissioned schemes through
SEP or SIF to ensure these are accessible to small rural businesses
Table 6.1 sets out the resource implication associated with the proposed actions, their timescale,
and what may be main risks and uncertainties associated with their delivery.

27

House prices can act as a deterrent especially to younger working age people who cannot afford to live in
the Districts; employment and housing are linked
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Table 6.1. Implementing
Resource Requirement
Actions
Suggested Priority Actions for the Councils
Using existing planning
Using existing resources:
tools –
• Part of planning policy work.
SPD/LDOs/masterplans – to
guide employment
With additional resources:
allocation development;
• Commissioning of site/allocation specific viability,
with supplementary
demand assessment, masterplanning or similar.
information where
Review potential to incorporate such work into
appropriate
Employment Land Availability Assessment evidence
Specific market testing and
development supporting Local Plan work
masterplanning for
employment sites
Developing
Using existing resources:
University/research
• Use of Business Voice to signpost links and
establishment relationships
opportunities
including Graduate
• Using representation on relevant groupings to push
Placement schemes
interest and potential for involvement in forthcoming
initiatives/programmes
• Providing ‘event facilitation’ services e.g. venues for
business surgeries or university led innovation events

Facilitating
incubation/innovation
workspace developments

With additional resources or a Council commitment to
business championing
• Championing of key contacts with whom to build a
deeper relationship e.g. in relevant research areas
Using existing resources:
• Using existing resources for Business Surveys,
Business Voice and business networking to evidence
business need and demand, working with Devon
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Timescale

Risks and Uncertainties

As part of
Local Plan
evidence
development,
monitoring
and delivery
over next 12
months

Predicting demand for business
premises is difficult. Business
Survey would continue to provide
further intelligence on premises
requirements.
Employment scheme viability could
be challenging, with very limited
public sector financial support
opportunities

Over next 12
months

Need to highlight the Councils’
roles in facilitating conditions for
growth –infrastructure support for
innovation, R&D as an important
prerequisite for developing
entrepreneurship and productivity;
building partnerships with
University/RE research to bring a
stronger R&D presence into the
districts

Over next 3
years
Ongoing

Councils have no direct ability to
deliver, only facilitate.
Councils have no direct funding

Table 6.1. Implementing
Actions

Facilitation of Local Action
Group 2014 - 2020

Business network
development and
community
entrepreneurship
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Resource Requirement

Timescale

County Council, Universities and key LEP contacts and
ensure synergy of activity
With additional resources
• Utilising receipts through S106/CIL to secure further
funding via other Programmes e.g. EU SIF, to support
development and delivery on the ground
• Providing an ‘introduction service’ between potential
operators of such workspace (this could include
community groups) and developers; requires some
investigative work to scope potential operators and
establish relationships
Using existing resources:
• Continue to commit resources to accountable body
role provided to LAGs for 6 years 2014 – 2020 (new
LAGs commence January 2015)
• Continue to support delivery mechanisms for LAGs
through commissioned support
• Signposting and information provision role through
Business Voice, business events
• Attend LAG meetings, carrying out appraisals and
facilitating project development
With existing resources:
• Using Business Voice as a means of disseminating and
signposting information for community based
enterprise development activities
With additional /re-allocated resources:
• Working more intensively with business groups e.g.
Transition groups, BIDs, FSB, Chambers and
neighbourhood planning groups, to support activities

Neither Council has a Community Infrastructure Levy at the present time (May 2014).
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When
opportunity
arises
Develop links
with potential
operators over
next 6 months
2014-2020

Ongoing

Review
opportunities
over next 3

Risks and Uncertainties
available from own resources;
potentially via S106/CIL28 but
receipt/timescale cannot be
predicted with certainty.

LAG areas likely to change
geography and such roles will
require agreement with other
participants

Within existing resources, the
Council role is more reactive than
proactive. A proactive approach
would require a commitment to
put the time into working with
community business groups

Table 6.1. Implementing
Actions

Developing local business
database as shared CRM
system to build up local
business knowledge

Resource Requirement

Timescale

to foster entrepreneurship (e.g. Totnes Entrepreneurs
Club) and develop local business networking to
encourage local trading and supply chains. Requires
time and potentially financial resources (e.g. to
support events, publicity).
• Lobbying and signposting on specific issues (e.g.
Broadband connectivity)
Using existing resources:
• Using Business Voice mailing list as the basis for
developing and sharing knowledge of businesses. In
house ICT resources to develop database.
Opportunity to coordinate delivery of information to
businesses

months

Maintaining and developing
the Business Survey

Using existing resources:
• Maintain commitment to regularly carrying out the
Borough/District wide Business Survey and
benchmarking (where appropriate)
• Develop communication plans for dissemination of
key results
• Enhance business survey content

Facilitating continued
provision of business advice

Using existing resources:
• Maintain commitment to supporting provision of
business support in West Devon (currently contracted
through BIP)
• Continue to signpost opportunities for business
support, using Business Voice
• Facilitate events providing business support through
making available space at Council premises
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2014 - 2015

Risks and Uncertainties

Would require appropriate data
management and protection
regulations to be met, particularly
where any sharing of information is
involved. Protocols or similar may
be required with partners. Level of
information and detail may be
limited for confidentiality reasons
Developing survey content has to
Next survey
be a balance between obtaining
2014 – funding the information ideally sought, and
committed
a length of survey that people will
respond to. Consistency of
questions across surveys is
important, to gain comparisons
over time
Important to ensure contracted
Ongoing
business support continues to fit
within wider business support
structures and deliver to meet local
business needs. Business support
structures may change through
next EU SIF

Table 6.1. Implementing
Actions

Resource Requirement

Timescale

Risks and Uncertainties

With additional resources
Pro-actively host and facilitate events in the two
Districts, to raise awareness of business support
services
Suggested Desirable Actions for the Councils
Supply chain development
Using existing resources:
– to encourage more local
• Support to facilitate events e.g. use of Council venues
sourcing, via Business
• Signposting and information via Business Voice
Voice, networks, events
• Engage with inward investment initiatives through
presence on relevant working groups and partnership
groups of HoSW LEP/SIF

Engaging with HoSW LEP
Agritech (and other smart
specialisation areas)
strategy development

Working with City Deal on
use of employment sites for
marine spokes; and use of
other employment sites

With additional resources:
• Proactive working with UKTI, local business groups
and others to host supply chain events – time and
financial resources to cover event costs and publicity
Using existing resources:
• Engage through presence on relevant working groups
and partnership groups of HoSW LEP/SIF
• Use Business engagement strategy (if taken forward)
to develop relationships with key businesses in
relevant sectors

Using existing resources:
• Continue to engage with City Deal through presence
on relevant working groups and partnership groups
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Ongoing

No certainty of business
attendance at events – although
involvement by organisations such
as UKTI could provide a draw.

Over SIF
timescale

Ongoing

In next 12
months

Ongoing

Councils unlikely to have any direct
delivery role. Main role is to
maintain profile of the Districts in
order to benefit from any
opportunities; and provide
brokering service with local
businesses. Knowledge of local
businesses in relevant sectors
therefore important
City Deal at early stages of
development and not yet clear
how actions relevant to
employment sites will develop

Table 6.1. Implementing
Actions

Facilitating development of
the implications from
changing energy
requirements through
building control, the
construction sector and
partnership working

Facilitating discussion on
opportunities for
development in the health
and social work sector,
linked to the need to
provide support to an older
population

Resource Requirement

Timescale

With additional resources:
• Should there be potential for development funding
through City Deal, seek funding to develop
masterplanning/demand assessment/site
development for employment sites e.g. Langage,
Tavistock
Using existing resources:
• Prompt a debate on the issues and opportunities
through hosting a half day event – to explore jobs and
growth potential associated with energy
efficiency/energy use and energy types associated
with building construction
• Linking planning policy with development of
decentralised energy opportunities e.g. seeking to link
heat generators and heat users within strategic
development proposals to facilitate decentralised
energy; or facilitating site specific energy solutions
(which may need an Energy Supply Company (ESCO)
to be set up to manage the process)
• Promotion of Green Deal (energy management,
energy efficiency and renewables) through the HECA
role of local authority
• Promoting community energy projects through
Neighbourhood Planning
Using existing resources:
Prompt a debate on the issues and opportunities
through hosting a half day event – to explore business
development potential and planning issues
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Risks and Uncertainties

In next 12-18
months

Within 6
months

A debate can only flag up the
opportunities. It will be important
to explore whether the Councils
can, through building regulations,
planning discussions, Business
Voice or other routes, continue to
promote opportunities, some as
indicated.
Potential for partnership ventures
with community energy
groups/investors although no
guarantees of this; may be
opportunities to improve energy
performance of the Council’s own
estate and retain money in the
local economy

Within 6
months

This can only flag up the
opportunities. The Councils would
need to promote these

Table 6.1. Implementing
Actions
Business engagement
strategy – nominated
Council officer to liaise with
key businesses

Using Council procurement
procedures to support local
labour in construction use

Resource Requirement

Timescale

Using existing resources:
• Recruit senior officers (any Service) to participate and
allocate time (e.g. two days per 3 months) for
meeting and follow up
Establish system to cover common ground for
• discussion with businesses and to record business
intelligence (this could link to a CRM system)
Using existing resources:
• Link to work on developing proposals for Sherford, to
discuss and negotiate opportunities
With additional resources:
• Set up structure to provide a brokering service
between developers/contracted construction
companies and sources of local employees, including
skills and training opportunities and links with training
providers
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In next 12
months

Ongoing

Over next 12
months

Risks and Uncertainties
Will require sound reporting
structure to make sure information
gathered is fed back across all
Services. Will also require Council
commitment to Senior Officer
participation
There are examples of
procurement procedures and
brokering services from other Local
Authorities that could contribute to
this action. Discussion with
authorities who have already
implemented such approaches
would help to understand any risks
or uncertainties involved.

Appendix 1: Statistical Economic Profile
Workplace Employment
Table 1: Workplace Employment 2012
2012
South Hams
Sector
Number
Wholesale and retail
6,600
Accommodation and food
4,100
Manufacturing
3,700
Health and Social work
3,500
Education
2,400
Construction
1,600
Public Admin
1,700
Prof. scientific and tech
1,400
Info and comms
1,600
Admin and support
1,500
Transport and storage
1,300
Other services
800
Arts and entertainment
800
Real estate
700
Finance and insurance
300
Utilities; water
200
Agriculture
<100
Mining
<100
Utilities; electric and gas
<100

%
20
12
11
11
8
5
5
4
5
5
4
2
3
2
1
1
0
0
0

West Devon
Number
2,700
2,200
1,300
2,200
1,700
900
600
600
300
400
400
400
300
300
300
200
100
<100
<100

%
18
15
9
15
11
6
4
4
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
0
0

Data Source: BRES. Table sourced from Area Profiles for South Hams and West Devon, SERIO and ekosgen for Devon
County Council, February 2014

Location Quotient indicates employment representation relative to the national average (denoted as
1). A figure above 1 indicates above average representation in the sector, a figure below 1 indicates
below average representation. It is a useful way to indicate the relative strength of sectors but needs
to be laid alongside actual employment numbers – an obvious example being mining which a relative
strength in both districts but a small employer in the overall economic mix.
Table 2: Employment Location Quotients
Location Quotient
Sector
South Hams
West Devon
Wholesale and retail
1.26
1.14
Accommodation and food
1.85
2.23
Manufacturing
1.34
1.02
Health and Social work
0.84
1.12
Education
0.78
1.18
Construction
1.13
1.35
Public Admin
1.11
0.86
Prof. scientific and tech
0.56
0.52
Info and comms
1.19
0.50
Admin and support
0.54
0.26
Transport and storage
0.85
0.62
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Other services
Arts and entertainment
Real estate
Finance and insurance
Utilities; water
Mining
Utilities; electric and gas

1.21
1.05
1.28
0.25
0.79
2.10
0.53

1.31
0.94
1.12
0.45
1.65
1.21
0.25

Data Source: BRES. Table sourced from Area Profiles for South Hams and West Devon, SERIO and ekosgen for Devon
County Council, February 2014

Table 3: Productivity, Earnings, Occupational Class
Indicator
South Hams West
Devon
Productivity – real value
£30,732
£29,756
added per employee (2012,
Cambridge Econometrics
LEFM)
Average gross annual
£20,301
£20,407
workplace earnings
% employed in higher
26%
42%
occupational classes29 (APS
Workplace data)
Projected employment
4,100
+1500
change 2013 – 2025
(+10%)
(+8%)
(Cambridge Econometrics)
Real Value Added growth
£399m
£171m
2013 – 2025
(+32%)
(+29%)
Cambridge Econometrics)
Productivity (value added
£36,989
£36,033
per employee) by 2025
Cambridge Econometrics)

Devon

England

£31,897

£38,293

£23,470

£27,376

38%

45%

33,200
(+9%)

223,370
(+7%)

£3.3bn
(+26%)

£335.4bn
(+27%)

£37,463

£45,000

Information sourced from Area Profiles for South Hams and West Devon, SERIO and ekosgen for Devon County Council,
February 2014

Table 4: Employment Growth Rates to 2025
Employment Growth Rates 2013 – 2025 by sector
South Hams
West Devon
Number
%
Number
%
Construction
1,400
52
500
33
Info and comms
800
38
100
25
Business and
700
13
200
15
finance
Accommodation
600
13
300
12
and food
Distribution and
400
5
200
7
hospitality
Other services
400
19
100
22
Transport and
300
18
100
14
29

Defined in the Area Profiles as managers & senior officials; professional occupations, and associate
professional & technical occupations
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UK
%
19
17
12
16
3
9
9

storage
Mining
Utilities
Public sector
Agriculture
Manufacturing

0
0
0
-100
-400

0
0
0
-8
-10

0
0
100
-100
-100

0
0
2
-7
-7

-7
13
4
-5
-11

Source: Cambridge Econometrics LEFM sourced from Area Profiles for South Hams and West Devon, SERIO and ekosgen for
Devon County Council, February 2014

Table 5: Real Value Added Growth to 2025
Real Value Added Growth 2013 – 2025 by sector £m
South Hams
West Devon
Number
%
Number
%
Construction
66.7
67
26.8
48
Info and comms
63
75
7.9
46
Business and
104.5
61
43.6
58
finance
Accommodation
21.9
28
12.9
28
and food
Distribution and
37.2
19
16
20
hospitality
Other services
19.1
37
7
30
Transport and
16.9
28
4.6
23
storage
Mining
0.3
8
0.1
10
Utilities
0.8
3
1.9
13
Public sector
28.1
10
28.5
17
Agriculture
3.3
16
4.1
17
Manufacturing
36.7
21
17.7
26

UK
%
52
53
51
28
19
29
29
5
9
14
17
23

Source: Cambridge Econometrics LEFM sourced from Area Profiles for South Hams and West Devon, SERIO and ekosgen for
Devon County Council, February 2014

Table 6: Productivity Growth to 2025
Productivity (value added per employee) Growth 2013 – 2025 by sector £m
South Hams
West Devon
£ - 2025 (£ - 2013)
% UK
Number
% UK
average average 2025
2025
Construction
40,610 (36,963)
85
41,050 (36,867)
86
Info and comms
50,621 (39,905)
65
49,800 (42,500)
64
Business and
44,323 (30,964)
74
51,478 (37,400)
86
finance
Accommodation
19,608 (17,356)
93
20,857 (18,200)
99
and food
Distribution and
29,818 (26,356)
89
29,531 (26,167)
88
hospitality
Other services
28,240 (24,524)
94
27,727 (26,111)
93
Transport and
38,200 (35,000)
91
30,375 (28,143)
73
storage
Mining
40,000 (37,000)
43
0
0
Utilities
122,000 (118,000)
115
85,000 (75,500)
80
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Public sector
Agriculture
Manufacturing

36,633 (32,511)
21,364 (16,833)
57,405 (42,854)

101
89
80

35,036 (30,491)
21,538 (17,017)
65,385 (48,071)

100
90
91

Source: Cambridge Econometrics LEFM sourced from Area Profiles for South Hams and West Devon, SERIO and ekosgen for
Devon County Council, February 2014

Table 7: Alternative Economic Projects: South Hams

Source: Taken from Strategic Housing Market Needs Assessment 2013. GVA and Edge Analytics for Plymouth City Council,
South Hams District Council, West Devon District Council, Cornwall Council and Dartmoor National Park Authority
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Table 8: Alternative Economic Projections: West Devon

Source: Taken from Strategic Housing Market Needs Assessment 2013. GVA and Edge Analytics for Plymouth City Council,
South Hams District Council, West Devon District Council, Cornwall Council and Dartmoor National Park Authority

Businesses
Table 9: Business Start Up and Survival Rates
Indicator
South Hams West Devon
Business start up rates 8% (345)
7% (160)
2012
Business survival rates; 68%
69%
businesses started in
2007, 2008 or 2009 and
surviving for 3 years
Businesses per 1000
87
70
working age residents

Devon
8.4%

England
11.6%

65%

60%

67

60

Source: ONS Business Demography 2012 sourced from Area Profiles for South Hams and West Devon, SERIO and ekosgen
for Devon County Council, February 2014
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Table 10: Business Survival Rates over 5 years
1 year
2 year
Enterprises

Devon
South
Hams
West
Devon

Business
start ups
2007
3,185
435

survival
%

survival
%

3 year
survival
%

4 year
survival
%

5 year
survival
%

95.4
94.3

82.6
81.6

66.7
67.8

57.0
57.5

49.3
50.6

225

97.8

86.7

75.6

64.4

53.3

Source: ONS Business Demography 2012

Table 11: Business Births and Deaths
2009
Enterprises
Businesses
Active

South
Hams
4370

West
Devon
2315

Births
Deaths

325
445

175
225

2010
South
West
Hams
Devon
4380
2310
340
330

175
205

2011
South
West
Hams
Devon
4360
2275
355
400

175
210

2012
South
West
Hams
Devon
4290
2225
345
405

160
200

Source: ONS Business Demography 2012

Table 12: Number of VAT and/or PAYE BASED ENTERPRISES in 2013
Employment size
10 20 100 0-4
5-9
19
49
50 - 99
249
% of total England businesses
76
12
6
3
1
1
Devon: number
300
145
25,690 4,480 2,015 1,080
% Devon total
76
13
6
3
1
0
South Hams: number
3,500
615
280
155
50
10
% of South Hams total
76
13
6
3
1
0
West Devon: number
2,410
325
145
70
15
5
% of West Devon total
81
11
5
2
1
0
Source: ONS: UK Business 2013. NB zero % due to rounding

Table 12A: Age of Businesses in 2013

Devon number
% Devon total
South Hams
% South Hams
total
West Devon
% West Devon
total

Less
than 2
Years
3,640
11
495
11
280
9

Age of Business
10 or
2-3
4-9
more
Years
Years
Years
2,960
8,170 19,010
9
24
56
430
1,135
2,560
9
25
55
245
8

635
21

Source: ONS: UK Business 2013
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1,815
61

TOTAL
33,780
4,620

2,975

250 +
0
75
0
10
0
5
0

TOTAL
100
33,785
4,620
2,975

Table 13: Turnover of VAT and/or PAYE based Enterprises in 2013
Turnover size (£ thousand)
050 100 250 500 1,000 49
99
249
499
999
4,999
Devon
8,130 7,210
9,645
4,115
2,300
1,955
% of Devon total
24
21
29
12
7
6
South Hams
1,070
990
1,295
615
315
285
% of South Hams
23
21
28
13
7
6
total
West Devon
855
640
805
365
185
110
% of West Devon
29
22
27
12
6
4
total

5,000
+
425
1
50
1

TOTAL
33,780
100
4,620
100

15
1

2,975
100

Source: ONS: UK Business 2013

Table 14: Competitiveness Indices
Indicator
UK Competitiveness
Index 2010
(UK = 100)
(Position out of 379
local authorities
England &Wales,
1=best, 379 = worst
UK Competitiveness
Index 2013

South Hams
96.6

West Devon
96.4

(Position 181)

(Position 183)

99.2
(Position –
129)

96.5
(Position –
164)

Source: UK Competitiveness Index 2013

South West

96.3

30

Resident Labour Force
Table 15: Resident Labour Force Characteristics
Indicator
South Hams
% population living:
in urban areas
21%
in rural towns
38%
% of population of working age
59%
16-64 (2013 Mid Year Population
Survey)
% of working age population
78%
employed (2012/13 APS)
Qualifications of Working Age
46%
Population NVQ4+ (APS 2012)
No qualifications – working age
6.5%
population (APS 2012)
Commuting (2011 APS)
Outflow:
15,117
Inflow: 11,950
Net outflow:
3,167
30

West Devon

Devon

23%
31%
59%

48%
60%

64%

75.9%

75.9%

71.4%

43.7%

34.9%

34.2%

4.9%

6.4%

9.5%

Outflow:
11,253
Inflow: 5950
Net outflow:
5,303

UK Competitiveness Index 2013. Robert Huggins, Piers Thompson, Cardiff University 2013
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England

Working mainly/at home (Census
2011). Proportion of working age
residents in employment who are
working at home
Self employment (Census 2011).
Proportion of residents in
employment who are self
employed
Driving to work (Census 2011).
Proportion of working age
residents in employment who
drive a car/van to work

12

13

9

5

27

26

22

16

62

62

60

57

Sourced from Area Profiles for South Hams and West Devon, SERIO and ekosgen for Devon County Council, February 2014;
Also Census 2011

Table 16: Annual Earnings 2013
Average Gross Annual Earnings 2013
South Hams % of Devon
% of
West
% of Devon
% of
England
Devon
England
Workplace
£20,301
86%
74%
£20,407
87%
75%
based
Resident
£24,921
105%
91%
£26,062
110%
95%
based
Source: Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings. Sourced from Area Profiles for South Hams and West Devon, SERIO and
ekosgen for Devon County Council, February 2014
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Table 17A and B: Commuting patterns

66

Source: Diagrams taken from the Strategic Housing Market Needs Assessment 2013. GVA and Edge Analytics for Plymouth
City Council, South Hams District Council, West Devon District Council, Cornwall Council and Dartmoor National Park
Authority
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Appendix 2: Businesses Located on Industrial Estates
Sourced through internet search. Not a complete listing. Not verified through site visits. Intended as
illustrative of business range only.

West Devon; Examples of businesses located on industrial estates
Okehampton Exeter Road Industrial Estate/Hameldon Business Park
• Balsdons Vehicle Services – car repairs and servicing
• Elemental Microanalysis Ltd; analytical service of Organic, Inorganic and IRMS substances to
industrial and academic laboratories
• Fosca Services UK Ltd
• H M Plant Ltd; subsidiary of Hitachi Construction Machinery based in South Tyneside. New
depot opened April 2013. Supplier of excavators
• Kevin Cooper Motor Factors Ltd
• LAS Aerospace Ltd; supplier of specification hardware for aeroplanes.
• National Bee Supplies; beekeeping supplies
• One Flare
Okehampton North Road Industrial Estate
• Ashridge Engineering Ltd
• Ashridge Monitoring Ltd
• ATS Euromaster Ltd
• B Thompson and Son Transport Ltd
• Bostock Garden Centre
• Cladco Profiles Ltd
• Devonshire Desserts
• Eagle Plant - Plant Hire and Leasing
• Howdens Joinery
• Jewson Builders Merchants
• Lyndridge Care – Home Care Services
Provider
• Rentokil
• Saint Gobain Building Distribution Ltd
• Springtex Ltd – Bed and mattress
manufacturer
• The Okey Cokey – Childrens Play Centre
• Travis Perkins Ltd

Okehampton Business Centre/Business Park
(Opportunity Okehampton)
• Business Information Point – Enterprise
Agency, also manage the workhub
• Hosken Parks Chartered Surveyors
• Okehampton Work Hub
• Sundial Solar Solutions Ltd
• The DR Company (Devon Renaissance)

West Devon Business Park, Tavistock
• Patch & Acre
• Vospers Garage Services
• Atlas House
o Amano Technologies
o Atlas SW Ltd
o Condy Mathias
o Dartmoor Cycles
o DB Heating

Tavistock Enterprise Hub (CIC) – Brook Street
• Error Studio
• Fatcalf – design and print
• Helly Hanson UK Ltd – Account Manager
• Kimono - graphic design
• Peninsula therapy – occupational
therapy
• Reach Charity Ltd
• Robbee Smole – sustainable business
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Impetus IP Limited
Jan Hughes Construction Ltd
Jogen Ltd
Max-M Motor Cycles
Maindraft Ltd
Ron’s Pet supplies
SH Construction
Simon Powell Commercial
Tavistock Carpets
Trident Exhibitions
Whitmore Screenprint

•
•
•
•

solutions
RSM Consulting - management and
training
Unknown horizons – business
consultancy
VFM Accountancy services
West Country Website Co

Pitts Cleave Business Park, Tavistock
• Abbey Garage
• Abbey Garden Sales
• Aerial Masters Ltd
• Beacon Communication Services
• Charitable Giving
• Genelex
• M&H Laser Ltd
• Mark Kelly Landrover services
• NSW Fabrication
• Oakhouse Foods
• Pittstop Motor Services ltd
• Riverside Steel
• Superwinch
• Tavistock Salvage Centre
• The Shepherds Hut
• Tavy Business Centre
o British Resourcing Group
o Devon County Golf Union
o Duporth Services Ltd
o Sutcliffe Plumbing and Heating
o SW Fire Alarms
Elsewhere in West Devon
o Ambrosia –part of Premier Food Groups Ltd who employ c9000 across 35 sites
o Gregory Distribution; HQ in North Tawton; range of transport distribution services including
tanker services, palletised goods, warehousing and bulk liquids
o Taw Valley Creamery, North Tawton; part of Aria Foods Farmer Co-operative

South Hams; Examples of businesses located on industrial estates
Langage Energy Park - 40 ha.
•

Langage Power Station can generate up to 900 MW and deliver electricity to power nearly 1
million homes. An advanced gas fired power station with very low carbon emissions. British
Gas completed the construction of the £400m gas fired power station in 2010.

Langage Science Park:
• 1st office Equipment – supplies
• Advanced medical solutions - medical
instruments manufacture

Langage Business Park:
• Algram – Engineers
• Backs R Us Ltd – orthopaedic equipment
• CMA Marketing – marketing consultancy
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AMP – marine equipment supplies
Artemis Optical - high precision, optical
thin film coatings
Atlantis Electrical Systems
Atlantis Power ltd
Geosel Ltd – resin manufacturers
Mabil Ltd – consulting engineers
Primal Europe – cycling accessories
SWP Hydraulics Ltd – hydraulic
equipment manufacturers
Vacsax Ltd – disposable products
Vortok International – architects

•
•
•
•
•
•

Eurocases Plymouth ltd – container
manufacture
GMD Eurotool Ltd – precision engineers
Princess Yachts
Putnams Health Company – Mobility
equipment
Shades of Grey Ltd – computer software
development
Telebizz Ltd – Call Centre

Lee Mill, Ivybridge
• AE Petherick and Sons
• Bandvulc & Felix Engineering
• Barratt and Coe photography
• Courierforce logistics
• Cut plastic sheeting
• Dash Direct Wholesale lingerie
• Desktop Innovations
• Fire retardant services
• Kayaks and Paddles Ltd
• Merlin Industrial Products Ltd – office
furniture
• Metalplas Ltd
• Minster Cleaning Services
• NPS Group – Property Services
• Pickfords Ltd
• Simply Moore Ltd – accounting services
• SW Law Solicitors
• TL printing and packaging
• White and Co PLC
• Wicked Lingerie Lite
• The Display Works:
o Clear2C – picture framing
o Cut Plastic Sheeting
o Luminati Waycon Ltd - Perspex
display products
o Media Stands

Broadley Park and Hursley Business Park,
Roborough

Totnes Employment Estate, Babbage Road
• Foundry Fabrications Ltd
• Interline Building Supplies
• Totnes Work Hub:
o Babcock Learning and
Development Partnership

Wrangaton Business Park, South Brent
Albion Canvas Co
Diving and Marine Solutions
Ocean Leisure Storage
West Country Stairs
Wrangaton Bakery

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Allied Building and Shopfitting Ltd
Arc Metalcraft Ltd
Bredero Shaw Ltd
Event Planning Technologies Ltd
Hadley Powder Coatings Ltd
Hursley Patio Supplies
Langdon Transport Ltd
Plymouth Central Ambulance Service ltd
Rittal- C S M Ltd
Rjb solutions (South West) Ltd
S L Powder Coatings Ltd
Select Vending (Wholesale) Ltd
Shaw Pipeline Services UK Ltd
Shawcor UK Ltd
Tell Systems Ltd

o
o

Proud2Be Project
Samskara Design

Torr Quarry, Kingsbridge
• Aggregate Industries SW Ltd
• Bardon Concrete
• Bonwitcho Boatbuilders
• Compass Kitchens
• Cuming Containers – Skip hire
• Ecoflow Ltd
• Elite Minimix
• Kingsbridge Auto Repair and Rescue Ltd
• KSM roofing
• Nicholas Rowell Haulage
• Prestige Accident Repairs
• South Hams Salvage – car breakers
• Torr View Forge

Townstal Industrial Estate, Dartmouth
• Apollo IT Ltd
• Dartmouth Chiropractic Clinic
• Dartmouth Dairy
• Dartmouth Hire Centre – tool hire
• Deep Blue Signs Co - signmaker
• Howdens Joinery Ltd
• Just Maintenance – Lawnmowers and
garden equipment
• One Wednesday Studios – sound
recording
• Peter Wallis garage services
• Recycle Together Ltd
• Rgc building supplies
• Ribeye Ltd – boats and small craft
• Snappy Crab Embroidered Logos

Elsewhere in South Hams:
United Networks – telecommunications equipment and systems, River Park, Ivybridge
Valeport Oceanographic, hydrographic and hydrometric instrumentation, Totnes
Yeoward boatyards, Salcombe
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Appendix 3: Strategic Planning Context for Employment Land
South Hams
The South Hams Core Strategy (adopted 2006) pre-dates the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) but does give a high priority to economic growth and activity. Policy CS1: Location of
Development, confirms employment development is acceptable in principle at the estates of
Langage, Lee Mill, Roborough, Torr Quay and Wrangaton . The bulk of housing development is
focused on Sherford New Community (near Plymouth) which will also include employment land
allocations (18ha), in line with its sustainable community concepts. On the edge of Plymouth,
Langage carries a significant employment land allocation (20ha) and there is a smaller allocation at
Roborough (4ha). Remaining allocations are focused on the main Area Centres of Totnes (5ha),
Dartmouth (2ha), Kingsbridge (5ha) and Ivybridge (5ha). On smaller sites in the rural areas a total of
3ha is allocated for employment land. These employment land allocations are set out in Policy CS3:
Employment Land Provision. Work is now beginning on review of the Core Strategy, for its next
iteration as the South Hams Local Plan.
The South Hams Development Policies DPD (adopted 2010) gives protection to existing employment
land (DP14), noting the cumulative effect of loss of employment sites and the difficulties of replacing
these with suitable sites in a rural location. In this context, the discussion is focused on B1, B2 and B8
uses. The DPD also notes the importance of not losing moorings (linked to importance of the
maritime sector). The DPD notes that evidence of (lack of) viability and marketing will be required in
considering any loss of employment sites. It also notes a preference for change to mixed uses
keeping the same number of jobs on site (although the implication of this is they could be very
different types of jobs).
Site Allocations DPDs are adopted for area centres and rural areas (2011) which focus on the
allocation of sites to accommodate the requirements of the adopted Core Strategy:
• Ivybridge – proposes employment development to the east of the town, adjacent to the
railway station and part of mixed development (housing, employment and community uses).
Proposes 10ha employment land in total in support of greater self sufficiency; 5ha up to
2016 and 5ha beyond 2016. Work is underway in progressing the allocation and developing
a comprehensive scheme for the site
• Kingsbridge – proposed land for employment is in several locations, as part of mixed use
regeneration opportunities in many cases. The majority of the town lies within the AONB,
therefore design of new development will be especially important. Proposal K1 to the north
west of the town has been granted outline planning permission. This includes an extra care
scheme which provides a significant employment element. One proposal is part of the
quayside regeneration, with offices and workshops anticipated as part of an employment
land allocation (1ha). One is relatively close to the town centre (0.5ha) and one to the north
east of the town centre (0.1ha). Other sites identified for housing are also indicated as
having potential for office and workshop inclusion
• Totnes – proposes five sites for employment uses as part of mixed use developments. Two
of these sites are existing employment sites proposed for regeneration. Outline planning
permission has been granted for the redevelopment of the existing employment area at
Baltic Wharf to include 190 dwellings and 93 of these have detailed permission. The
redevelopment proposals for this site also include outline planning permission for a marine
and business centre, further offices, marine workshop, boat storage and a continuing care
retirement community. One site is in the town centre where 0.1ha employment use is
indicated, likely therefore to be small scale uses. The former Dairy Crest site is identified as
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•

•

having potential for a Business Centre/managed workspace as part of a mixed use
redevelopment. Two sites are indicated as having potential for larger allocations of 2ha
each, of which one is in a prominent riverside location which has outline planning
permission for 100 dwellings and 60 extra care units which will provide employment
Dartmouth – employment development is focused on the Townstal area (already the
location for one industrial estate) as part of Townstal’s development as a community hub
incorporating housing, employment and community uses (2ha up to 2016, 2.5 ha beyond
2016). A small allocation of 0.1ha is also part of a mixed use scheme on a site within
Townstal itself
Rural Areas – a total of 6.1ha of employment land is allocated at the Local Centres of
Chillington/Stokenham, Modbury, Salcombe and Yealmpton and a small number of other
sustainable rural settlements.

The Sherford Area Action Plan adopted 2007 proposed a mix of land uses for Sherford including
5,500 dwellings and up to 67,000 sq.m of commercial and employment use, with commercial uses
anticipated to be in smaller B use class premises of 250sq.m. or less (Policy SNC8). Links with the
strategic land allocation at Langage were also envisaged as important. Outline planning permission
was granted for Sherford in November 2013 and it has been awarded £32 million of Government
funding to kick start the development.
West Devon
The West Devon Core Strategy (adopted 2011) also identifies supporting economic activity as a key
issue, with strategic objectives including that to attract high quality employment opportunities; and
an aspiration to grow new sectors through utilising the Borough’s skills base. Most employment
land is targeted into the two main towns of Okehampton and Tavistock, set out in Strategic Policy
10.
The East of Okehampton SPD was adopted January 2014. It relates to strategic housing and
employment land allocations. The SPD notes the good location of the sites on the A30 but also that
several large employers have been lost in the area through the recession. Hence the masterplan
seeks to support economic growth, recognising the important transition location of the sites
between urban and rural. Development principles include the importance of flexibility to be able to
respond to changing economic circumstances and flexible working practices. Two employment sites
are included - one (ED2 - 11.2ha) on which Okehampton Business Centre sits (and where a planning
application is expected in 2014) and a second (SP22B) to the east of this, of (c9ha):
• Site ED2 (south of the rail line): for B1, 2 and 8 uses (others could be considered) and larger
businesses, particularly if they require/generate significant lorry and HGV movements.
Potential for coach parking to support tourism activity in Okehampton could also be
considered. Requirement not to prejudice potential rail station and parking area. Site owner
= County Council
• Site ED2 (north of the rail line): small area of the allocation adjacent landfill site, potentially
contaminated land. SPD suggests it could be considered for a green wedge (i.e. not for
employment use)
• Site SP22B: identified for employment uses compatible with its rural location. A small
amount of residential development or other higher value uses could be considered where it
it helps to deliver employment outcomes or the site. Design guidance for this area suggests:
….small workshops, live/work units, light industry, artisan and craft workspace, office
space and storage development, agricultural/farming related businesses and a small
proportion of residential dwellings. To promote a tight knit and enterprising community,
these types of units should be set within easily accessible clusters….
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The South and South West of Tavistock Masterplan SPD, adopted 2013, relates to two strategic
land allocations of which one (SP23B) is largely for employment uses (13ha) and adjacent the A386
to Plymouth. Whilst primarily for employment, some higher value uses may be considered to cross
subsidise delivery of employment uses. There are plans to reinstate the railway line between
Tavistock and Bere Alston as part of the development strategy for future growth in the town. A
station is included within the other strategic allocation (SP23A) to be delivered as part of a
residential development scheme.
The SPD gives support for securing high quality employment and takes a flexible approach to what
could take place, beyond traditional B1, 2 and 8 uses: ‘….a mix of employment-related uses come
forward across SP23B. This could include small workshop spaces, live-work units, light industry,
storage and office development….’ The SPD also indicates employment enabling uses may be
acceptable, which could include residential, retail, or hotel, restaurant or other commercial use. The
SPD indicates character areas in design terms, including for the employment area and in terms of
larger, medium sized and smaller units.
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Appendix 4: Heart of the South West LEP
Table 1: Strategic Economic Plan Priorities in relation to aims (horizontal axis) and
themes (vertical axis); Taken from SEP, March 2014

Creating the Conditions for
Growth
Place

The enabling landscape
• Transport and accessibility
• Sustainable solutions to
flood and water catchment
management
• Digital Infrastructure
• Energy infrastructure

Business Creating a favourable
business environment
Simpler more accessible
business support system
tailored to needs
• Improved access to finance
platform
• Stimulating enterprise and
growth

People

Creating the environment
where businesses and
individuals can reach their
potential
• Skills infrastructure and
facilities
• Accessibility to
education/employment
• Employer engagement and
ownership

Maximising Productivity
and employment
opportunities
The infrastructure and
facilities to create more and
better employment

Building on our
distinctiveness

• Enterprise infrastructure
• Investing in strategic
employment sites Unlocking
housing sites

• Specialist sites for marine
sector development
• Investing in science park and
innovation infrastructure
Maximising environmental
assets

Achieving more sustainable
and broadly based business
growth

Support higher value
growth
• Innovation through Smart

• Reaching new markets
(public sector, on line supply
chains)
• Globalisation ( exports and
inward investment)

Specialisation Building
capacity for innovation

Increasing employment,
progression and workforce
skills
• Moving people into
employment
• Supporting people to
progress to better jobs
Improving workforce skills
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The infrastructure and
facilities needed to support
transformational change

Creating a world class
workforce to support
higher value growth
• Entrepreneurship and
business skills
• Technical and higher level
skills development and
retention
• Maximising skills and
employment opportunities
aligned to transformational
opportunities

Appendix 5: Sectors Analysis
TABLE 1.
Sector

Construction
and Property

Business
Services

Sub Sectors

• Building and building
construction works
• Real Estate services

• Computer
programming,
consultancy, related
services
• Management and
consulting services
• Office admin, office
support and other
business support
services
• Rental and leasing
services
• Scientific research
and development
services
• Other professional,

Current economic contribution in
Devon (2012)
(Devon average GVA per FTE
c£33,900)
1150 construction businesses with
4300 employed and turnover c£670m
1100 real estate businesses with 4500
employed and turnover c£282m
GVA per FTE:
£26,400 (construction of buildings,)
£76,300 (real estate services)

Potential for
employment
31
increase

Suggested opportunities/actions to grow
the sector (taken from the research
report)

Issues around growth (taken from
the research report)

Additional
2800 jobs by
2020 and
8500 by 2035
(direct and
indirect)

• Ageing workforce and issues of
recruiting young people
• Procurement – particularly public
procurement processes – are
onerous for smaller businesses
• Low levels of innovation
• Property rate relief as a constraint
on speculative development

3,400 enterprises
11,500 employed
c£1bn turnover
GVA per FTE:
£32,000 (computer programming &
consultancy), £67,500 (business
support services); £157,500 (scientific
R&D); £21,000 (other specialist design
and technical)

Additional
2200 jobs by
2020 and
nearly 9000 by
2035

• Sustainable construction as an
opportunity
• Building Information Modelling
(required in the public sector from
2016) as an opportunity
• Feasibility of ‘enterprise zone’ type
planning incentives in key locations
• Networking/partnership to win larger
(public sector) contracts
• Technological changes could increase
use of out sourcing meaning more
consultancy and support needed
• More remote working, home working
and community hubs will change the
pattern for business support services
• More enabling planning policy to
support small businesses bringing
forward commercial space in rural
areas

31

• High speed broadband could lead
to less of a requirement for
business premises and equipment
• Need for more high quality space
in growing businesses is more
pressing in rural Districts
• Higher Education Establishments
vital for creating more innovation
type workspace, to support
knowledge transfer
• Employment in this sector in South
Hams has fallen by 50% 2008 –
2012
• Increasing competition in R&D
from countries where labour costs
may be lower but skills are
available

Modelled on the economic impact of a 1% growth in the sector per annum, to 2020 and 2035. Other work done by the RED Group indicates average FTE jobs growth
2001 – 2013 as c0.7% p.a. (Industry based forecasts of the Plymouth and GB economies 2013 – 2031. The RED Group, Plymouth University, June 2013).
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TABLE 1.
Sector

Distribution
and Logistics

Creative
Media

Sub Sectors

scientific and
technical services
Land transport services
and transport services
via pipelines, excluding
rail transport

• Motion picture,
video and television
programme
production
• Sound recording
• Music publishing
activities

Specific to Dartmoor National Park
Tourism
• Accommodation
• Food and Drink
Services
• Sport and recreation
activities

32

Current economic contribution in
Devon (2012)
(Devon average GVA per FTE
c£33,900)

Potential for
employment
31
increase

Suggested opportunities/actions to grow
the sector (taken from the research
report)

Issues around growth (taken from
the research report)

615 enterprises
5,500 employed
c£450m turnover
GVA per FTE:
£32,600 (distribution)
£26,000 (warehousing)

Additional
1380 jobs by
2020 (direct
and indirect)

• Potential for green logistics (e.g.
carbon footprint labels)
• Potential of ICT use for innovation and
to improve service
• Development of networks for
collaboration and information sharing

110 enterprises
420 employed
c£20m turnover
GVA per FTE:
£41,700 (programme production,
sound recording, music publishing)
£28,500 (creative arts and
entertainment

Additional 140
jobs by 2020
(direct and
indirect

• South Hams has a particular strength
with circa one third of the enterprises
in this sector
• Potential for Formation Zones
(innovation support)

• Vulnerable to economic
downturns and rising fuel prices
• External pressures from global
market players
• Need for investment in ICT to
support innovation with
requirement for appropriate skills
set
• Innovation vital and collaboration
with universities and research
institutions on this is vital
• Networks for disseminating
knowledge are vital
• Some specific skills development
needs in specialist software
packages, business development,
management, leadership, specific
technical/craft skills

32

2,200 employed in the National Park;
c20% of employment
GVA per tourism employee: £20,000

• Retirement of relatively wealthy ‘baby
boomers’ looking for high level
customer care, an opportunity for the
sector
• Older age group interested in local
foods, culture and history, which
Dartmoor can offer
• Global international visitors predicted to
rise in the longer term (although may

Figures inclusive of warehousing
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• A need to increase quality of the
Dartmoor offer and visitor spend
• Maintaining the profile of
Dartmoor in the face of
competition
• Skills development requirements
• Infrastructure improvements
including ‘gateways’ and green
access opportunities

TABLE 1.
Sector

Sub Sectors

Current economic contribution in
Devon (2012)
(Devon average GVA per FTE
c£33,900)

Potential for
employment
31
increase
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Suggested opportunities/actions to grow
the sector (taken from the research
report)

Issues around growth (taken from
the research report)

concentrate on ‘global’ attractions)
• Build on links between tourism
providers and Dartmoor agri-food sector

• A tightening of discretionary
expenditure, constraining day
visitor spend

Appendix 6: Suggested Council Actions - Analysis

Table 1. Analysis of Actions against selection
criteria.
Key:

Contribute to Jobs
Growth

Contribute to
Productivity
Growth

Good fit. DIrect opportunity to
deliver/impact.
Reasonable fit. Opportunity to
deliver/impact is more indirect

Suggested Priority Actions
Using planning tools: DPD/SPD/LDOs/master
plans – to guide employment allocation
development and policies; with
supplementary information where
appropriate
Specific market testing and masterplanning
for employment sites
Developing University/research
establishment relationships, including
Graduate Placement schemes
Facilitating incubation/innovation space
developments
Facilitation of Local Action Group 2014 2020
Business network development and
community entrepreneurship
Developing local business shared CRM
system to build up local business knowledge
Maintaining and developing the Business
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Fit with
demand/need/
opportunity

Fit with Strategy

Deliverable by
Councils

Table 1. Analysis of Actions against selection
criteria.
Key:

Contribute to Jobs
Growth

Contribute to
Productivity
Growth

Good fit. DIrect opportunity to
deliver/impact.
Reasonable fit. Opportunity to
deliver/impact is more indirect

Survey
Facilitate continuing provision of business
advice
Suggested Desirable Actions
Supply chain development – to encourage
more local sourcing, via Business Voice,
networks, events
Engaging with HoSW LEP Agritech strategy
development
Working with City Deal on use of
employment sites for marine spokes
Proactively developing the implications from
changing energy requirements through
building control and the construction sector
Facilitating discussion on opportunities for
development in the health and social work
sector, linked to the need to provide support
to an older population
Business engagement strategy – nominated
Council officer to liaise with key businesses
Using Council procurement procedures to
support local labour use
Suggested Other Actions
Using planning changes for change of use to
support pop up shop uses in towns
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Fit with
demand/need/
opportunity

Fit with Strategy

Deliverable by
Councils

Table 1. Analysis of Actions against selection
criteria.
Key:

Contribute to Jobs
Growth

Contribute to
Productivity
Growth

Good fit. DIrect opportunity to
deliver/impact.
Reasonable fit. Opportunity to
deliver/impact is more indirect

Encouraging development of higher value
tourism products
Pushing the broadband agenda including
solutions to broadband ‘notspots’
Lobbying for improved access to finance for
businesses
Pushing for rural proofing of commissioned
HoSW LEP SIF and other schemes
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Fit with
demand/need/
opportunity

Fit with Strategy

Deliverable by
Councils

Table 2: Suggested Actions by Council Economic
Development Priority
Using planning tools – DPD/SPD/LDOs/master plans to
guide employment allocation development; with
supplementary information where appropriate
Specific market testing and master planning for
employment sites
Developing University/research establishment
relationships including Graduate Placement schemes
Facilitating incubation/innovation workspace
developments
Facilitation of Local Action Group 2014 - 2020
Business network development and community
entrepreneurship
Developing local business shared CRM system to build
up local business knowledge
Maintaining and developing the Business Survey
Facilitating continued provision of business advice
Supply chain development – to encourage more local
sourcing, via Business Voice, networks, events
Engaging with HoSW LEP Agritech strategy
development
Working with City Deal on use of employment sites for
marine spokes
Proactively developing the implications from changing
energy requirements through building control and the
construction sector
Facilitating discussion on opportunities for
development in the health and social work sector,
linked to the need to provide support to an older
population

Business
Engagement

Research &
Development
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Strategic Working

Maximising Funding
Opportunities

Table 2: Suggested Actions by Council Economic
Development Priority
Business engagement strategy – nominated Council
officer to liaise with key businesses
Using Council procurement procedures to support
local labour use

Business
Engagement

Research &
Development

83

Strategic Working

Maximising Funding
Opportunities

